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ABSTRACT

Aneuploid lines of the hexaploid hard red, winter wheat Triticum 
aestivum variety Kharkov MC22 were hybridized with the normal variety 
Itana= Genetic studies were completed on the parents and F2 populations.

Glume color was inherited as a monohybrid character associated with 
chromosome -TB, Two factor pairs governing auricle color were associated 
with, chromosomes 4A. and SB, Factors influencing date of heading were 
associated with, chromosomes SA9 SB9 and 4D,

In the inheritance of gluten quality9 chromosome ID9 in the 
monosomic condition^ had a pronounced effect on th,e Kharkov parent and 
the segregating Fg population. The lack of this chromosome resulted in 
th,e radical reduction of gluten strength as measured by the wheat meal 
time fermentation test and farinograph test. Other chromosomes associ
ated in minor ways with, gluten quality were IA9 4A, 4B9, and 4D„



INTRODUCTION

The economically important problem of wheat protein quality inherit

ance has perplexed the plant breeders and geneticists for many years0 

The fact that protein quality is extremely important in the commercial 

flour industry warrants investigation of this character; and if genes 

influencing protein quality could be localized, the investigation of 

gluten formation and structure would be greatly facilitated. The com

plexity of the genetic system combined with pronounced environmental 

effects makes genetic study by conventional methods, extremely difficult. 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the chromosomal 

location of genetic factors involved in protein quality inheritance, 

utilizing aneuploid lines of hard red winter wheat as the genetic materi

al, It was hoped that by crossing the aneuploid lines of Kharkov MG22, 

which normally has a weak gluten, with, the strong gluten variety Itana, 

and studying both the parents and Fg populations, it would be possible 

to detect deviations from the normal population distributions when 

chromosomes carrying factors for protein quality were tested. It was 

suspected at the onset that the major factors should be located in the 

D genome, which is distinctive to the bread wheats.

In the course of the investigation the morphological characters of 

glume color, auricle color, and heading date were also to be located with- 

respect to the proper chromosomes. Deviations from normal Fg ratios' were 

to be taken as an indication that a critical chromosome had been en

countered, While the characters -of glume and auricle color are not very
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important commercially;, tlieir linkage group identification would allow 

them to serve as useful genetic markers. Although date of heading is 

probably governed by a complex genetic system, any specific information 

regarding its inheritance would be of value to the plant breeder.



REVIEW OF LITERATURE

I. Aneuploid Inheritance»

Aneupioidy refers to a condition in which the chromosomal number
' • , ‘ ■' - 1

of th.e indiyidual has been changed by some number- other than the .
• I I Ii*'  ̂ • ' I . . r 1 ,

’exa'c-t Multiple; of,,a basic mo'hoploid number,^=Teyms commonly'en- ■ 

countered in aneuploidy are tetrasomic (gn+2), trisomic (2n+l), 
disomic (2n) -? ponosomic (2,n-l) 9 anjd nullisomic (2n-2) „

. The value of aneuplqicl inheritance in locating genetic factors 

with respect to specific linkage groups, has been demonstrated by 

various workers, ' Blakeslee (10) ija his classic studies of the 

trisomics of Jimson' weed, Datura stramonium, (n=12) showed that each
' ■ ■ ■ I' I Vl.

of the, 12 chromosomes, when in thes.triploid condition, produced a ' 

visable specific change in capsule size and shape, Blakeslee also 

studied the effects on the plant of other types of chromosomal 

aberrations such as variation in ploidy level, and combinations of 

apeuploida and polyploids resulting from hybridization of appropriate 

plants. By means of extra chromosomes and parts of chromosomes it 

was possible to secure a wide range of variations in Datura affect

ing the structure and physiology of all parts of the plant that were 

studied,

Clausen (16),'.and Clausen and Cameron (l?) established a complete 

series'of monosornic lines of tobacco Nicotiana tabacum (n=24), They 

established their lines primarily through the use of an asynaptic 

gene, pale-sterile„ Through hybridization of plants carrying the
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pale-sterile gene with*'normal plapts and making appropriate back- 

crosses^ "they .were able to reduce the unb^la'pced diploids to simplb 

monosomies and trisomics. They outlined in detail a genetic program 

utilizing’the monosqmic individuals to determine the location of genes 

with respect to specific chromosomes^ and then went' on to. demonstrate 

effectively;'th,eir theqries 'by': locating no less than 18 different 

morphological factors,.' Essentially,, they, suggested the1 hybridization 

p'f a monosOjmic individual carrying dominant alleles for a character 

with a normal individual carrying recessive alleles, for the character. 

If bq.th dominant and recessive are expressed in the Fi progeny?; one' 

can then assign, that .factor, to the particular .chromosome in the 

mgnqsgmic eondition.,^ -They express the opinion .that this type of. 
program would Hot lend itself to a seif-polihated species, such, as. 

wheat because of the excessive work necessary to produce the F^ seed,

':,(The utilization ,.of ,̂ rieomics»in, t̂he. tpmatb",. .EVcoperhlcnn!. 

esculentum (n=12), has been reviewed by Rick and Butler (55), As in 

Datura -̂ the extra chromosomes exezt such a strong developmental and 

physiological effect that each of the 12 different trisomics can be 

distinguished readily? even in mixed genetic backgrounds. It is 

possible, furthermore to differentiate the trisomics from the diploids 

in. the seedling stage. The most striking and diagnostic changes 

were observed in plant growth habit  ̂ shape and size of all organs? 

and color and texture of leaves.
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Jn Drosophila melanoaaster the monqsoinic condition for the small 

chromosome, IV ha,s .been observed and Bridges (ll) describes thesq 

individuals as differing from:,normals by having pale body color, 

shortened wings, roughish eye,Ssi slender bristles, reduced fertility 

and. high mortality.

Peficienoes of whole chromosomes or parts of chromosomes in 21- 

chromosome wheat have been observed by various workers« KJhara (36), 

as cited by Sears (60), obtained in the F4 of a cross between T„

POlonlcum (n=14) and;T 0 spelta (n=2l) two plants which had only 20
•' ' , • :• : '

pairs of chromosomes and IwhJch bred true = One was'a dwarf with a 

somewhat lowered seed sfet, while the other was semirdwarf, with 

nearly normal fertility. Nishiyarna (47), as cited by Sears (60},
1 .i . • •

studied ,the mpnosomic plants.WhicJt were.-obtained, frorn. these two lines
. ■ - \  ■' ' '. . v  ■ ' ' '

through, crosses with-.normal plants= He found that' such, monosomies

produced functioning 20rchromosome- gametes, though the proportion, was

much, lower among male than among female germ cells=.

The first extensive aneuploid genetic program in wheat was

initiated by Sears (60) in 1939 when, he observed two haploid plants
■ ./

in a field culture of common wheat, Triticum aestivum variety Chinese 

Spring (n=21)= These haploids both showed complete male sterility 

and one was completely female sterile„ The female fertile plant set 

14 seeds as a result of pollination with normal wheat pollen= The 14 

seeds yielded 13 mature plants which ranged from 40-42 in somatic 

chromosome numbers=
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Each, of these plants was'investigated cytologically at meiosis. 

Five of the 41 chromosome plants showed I univalent and 20 bivalents, 

and 2 showed 2 univalents and I triy.alent each. Of the two 40 

chromosome individuals, I showed 19 bivalents and 2 univalents, and 

the other showed 17 bivalents, 2 univalents, and a rjng of 4„ Of the 

four 42 chromosome plants, 2 were normal with 21 bivalents each, I 

had 15 bivalents, 2 univalents, 2 triv'alents, and a ring of 4, and 

the other had 19 bivalents, I trivalent and I univalent. Sears 

hypothesized that the different meiotic configurations in the progeny 

were the result of abnormal division or segregation of the 21 

univalent chromosomes at meiosis of the original haploid plant. The 

resulting gametes which, carried either duplications or deficiencies 

for one or more of the chromosomes, when, combined with, th,e normal 

male gametes, would result in progeny which were abnormal in their 

chromosome numbers and pairing configurationsi He felt that the rings 

of four were, the result of reciprocal, translocations rather than a 

tetrasomic condition.

To determine partial chromosome, identification of the monosomic 

individuals, .Sears made hybridizations between them and the“14 

chromosome emmer wheat.Triticum durum. Sax (59) showed that the 14 

chromosomes of emmer (durum) wheat regularly pair with. 14 of the 21

I.. aestivum chromosomes. If Sears' monosomic individuals were 

monosomic for chromosomes of the eminer group, hybridization between 

the monosomies and the durum should result in meiotic configurations
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with eight univalentso If they were not of the eminer group, six 

univalents should appear, He found that of the eight different 

monosomic lines he had developed? five proved to have a homolog in 

the emmer complement, while three were among the extra seven 

chromosomes (D genome) of I. aestivum.

Sears (60) investigated the morphological characteristics of the 

progeny which resulted from selfing each of the eleven original plants 

with, chromosome aberrations. By combining cytological studies with 

morphological observations, he was able to assign relatively specific 

phenotypic effects to the monosomic, trisomic and nullisomic con

ditions, Major differences involved color, plant size, spike shape 

and fertility. Several of the nullisomic individuals did not 

reproduce,

Sears (61) describes seven of th,e nullisomics which resulted 

from the original monosomic individuals, He notes that all of the 

seven are of reduced fertility, but none are completely sterile. Four' 

are both male and female fertile. Some of the characters affected by 

the nullisomic condition include lax spikes, tillering capacity, culm 

length, vigor, awnedness and sterility. Here he also notes the 

expression of partial asynapsis in nullisomic III, This proved to be 

a very valuable line because of the ease with which it generated 

other monosomies and nullisomics in a hybridization program.

By 1944 Sears (,62) had obtained 17 of the possible 21 nullisomics 

and monosomies, and 11 tetrasomics, Of the 17 nullisomics and
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monosomies, 11 had homo logs in the AB (emmer)' complement and 6 were 

of the D g e n o m e F r o m  observations of the nullisomic individuals, 

the factors governing seed color? pubescent nodes, sguareheadedness 

and suppression of speltoidy, and awn development, were assigned to

specific chromosomeSo. His observations on the frequency of trans-
■v

mission, of the nullisomic and mbnosomic conditions from selfing 

monosomic plants indicates that nullisomics are produced in frequen

cies ranging from 3 to 10 percent, while monosomic frequency ranged' 

from 75 to 85 percent* Elliot (23) points put that in the pro

duction of female gametes there is approximately a 50 percent chancp 

of the univalent being lost in the first meiotic division and again 

a 50 percent, chance of it being lost in the second division, thus 

resulting in tha production of approximately 75 percent female gametes 

deficient for the chromosome« Apparently there is little selective 

advantage of the normal gametes, oyer the deficient gametes in the 

female* The frequency of production of deficient male gametes would 

be approximately the same as in the female5 however, the low number of . 

functioning deficient male gametes is presumably due to considerable 

elimination of deficient pollen through, competition with normal 

ppllen* The differences in frequencies of nullisomic production 

from various selfed monosomies partially indicates the differences in 

competitive ability of the deficient male gametes*

Sears (62). in 1944 observed two instances where one chromosome 

in the tetrasomic condition canceled, in part or almost entirely, the
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effects of a different chromosome in the nullisomic condition. These 

chromosomal combinations, were obtained by making hybridizations, 

between individuals trisomic or tetrasomic for one chromosome with 

individuals nullisomic for a different chromosome„ He suggests that 

the ability for compensation is due to hpmoeology or identity of 

one or more segments between the two different chromosomes in 

question. The, common segments were not long, however, because no 

pairing was observed when plants monosomic for both chromosomes, 

involved in thb compensating situations were obtained. Further 

evidence of duplications in .T0. aestivum chromatin is given by Stadler 

(74), He fo.unh fewer mutations following X-ray treatment of the 

hexaploid T, aestivum wheat than following treatment of diploid and 

tetraploid wheats, indicating that many gene loci are masked by ' 

duplicate genes at other loci. The fact that chromatin duplications 

occur in T 0 aestivum probably accounts for the relatively high 

viability of the monosomies and nullisomics in this species as. 

compared to. diploid species such as Datura stramonium.

By 1952 Sears (64) had grouped 20 of 21 chromosomes into 6 groups, 

of 3 each and I group of 2 by use of the compensating tetrasomic 

nullisomic combinations, and termed each chromosome within a group as 

homoeologous or partially homologous with, the other chromosomes in 

the group, He noted that one chromosome from ̂each,. .of the seven groups 

belonged to the D genome and hypothesized that each, of the homoeologous 

groups consists of one chromosome each from genomes. A, B 9 and D., the
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three chromosomes from each group having beep -derived from the same 

ancestral chromosome.

All 21 of the aneuploid. lines, including nullisojnics, monosomies, 

trisomics, and tetrasomics, were reported by Sears (68) in 19*54, He 

discussed the morphological effect each chromosome had on the plant

when in a deficient or duplicated condition, He also observed that
/ *

the 21 cpromosomes, fell into 7 homoeologous groups of 3. each, based 

upon the compensating tetrasomic nullisomic situations,,

IP 1958 Sears (69) reported the final complete grouping of all 

21 chromosomes into 7 homoeologous groups and also designated the 

genome to which most chromosomes belonged. In regard to the latter 

designation, th,e D genome chromosomes were relatively easy to 

determine by crossing the monosomies of the hexaploid (ABD) with a 

normal tetraploid (AB) and observing the number of univalents. The 

A and B genome designations were partially determined by Okamoto (49) 

when he utilized genomically unidentified telocentric monosomies in a 

hybridization program with a previously produced AAPP amphidiploid,

If heteromorphic bivalents were formed, the chromosome was assigned 

to the A. genome and if no bivalent association was formed, it was 

assigned to the B genome„ These findings led Sears to suggest a new 

system to number the hexaploid wheat chromosomes based on their genome 

location and homoeology, In the previously used system the chromosomes 

were numbered with Romap. numerals'T-XXT,, Under the new system the 

chromosomes are designated with, a combination of Arabic numerals,
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I to 7? and a capital Ietter5, A9 or D9 depending on the genome in 

which, they are located (-Tab1Ie I,),

Table Io New numbering system,for chromosomes' of hexaploid wheat=

Hopioeo logous 
Group

Genome A. Genome B Genome D
New ' Old New 'U " Old ' New: ' 'Old

I IA. Xiv IB ' I ID XVlI
2 ■ 2A Xiii 2B II • 2D XX
3 3A. ,XII 3B III 3D XVI
4 4A IV 4B VIII 4d . XV
5 5A IX ' 5B V: 5D XVlII
6 6A VI 6B . X 6D XIX'
7 7A XI 7B VII 7D XXI

: '

The new numbering system will be used throughout this paper= 

Upcott (84) and. Darlington (22) have shown that univalent 

Chromoeomes9 through misdivision of the centromere? may give rise to 

telocentric chromosomes, which are completely deficient for one arm, 

or to isochromosomes, which are deficient for one arm and duplicated 

fbr the other arpri= Sears (62) in 1944 observed aberrations of both 

the,se types in the T 0 .aestivum monosomic material= At this tiriie he 

had obtained either .an..isochromospme or telocentriq or both for ope or 

both arms of the 15 of the 17 identified monosomies= These individu-r 

als occurred with a relatively higher frequency' than the nullpsopic 

individuals, indicating a selective advantage of the male gametes 

carrying the isochromosome or telocentric over-the completely de

ficient gamete= Sears (65,66) gives a complete summary on the
'

frequency of isochromosomes and telocentrics. resulting from.centromere 

misdivisions, and the behavior of these aberrations at mitotic and
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meiotic divisions,=

In 1948 Sears and Rodenhiser (70) reported the identification of 

a chromosome bearing factors for the economically important character 

of wheat ,stem, rust resistance* This was ,accomplished by hybridization

of the rust resistant variety Timstein with the monosomic lines of
/■

the susceptible Chinese Spring variety and studying Fg ratios= All 

but one P2 population agreed with the expected ratio of approximately 

9 resistant, s 7 susceptible = The deviating Fg family which involved 

nullisomic chromosome 6B showed 2 susceptible plants and 122 

resistant out of the 124 available for testing= Weak linkage of these 

two dominant genes had previously been postulated and the nullisomic 

analysis proved conclusively that this was the case = This evidence 

demonstrated the usefulness of the aneuploid series in determining 

the chromosomal genetic location of factors in hexaploid wheat, and 

also promised answers to some of the difficulties involved in 

establishing linkage groups in this organism=

Following this, the wheat aneuploids were utilized by a number of 

workers in wheat genetics. " Unrau (82) located factors for glume color, 

winter habit, awning, bunt resistance modification, and spike density= 

His program involved hybridization of monosomic or nullisomic Chinese 

Spring lines with normal varieties and studying Fg and F3 populations 

for segregation ratios, Heyne and Livers (33) located factors for 

leaf rust reaction, awnedness, winter injury, and seed color in 

Pawnee wheat Utilizing the Fg analysis method= Nyquist (48), ■
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identified a chromosome carrying factor for stem rust resistance„

An extensive investigation,has been conducted by Larson (39) and 

Larson, and MacDonald (40, 41, 42) regarding genetic factors in

fluencing stem solidness in winter wheat,

Morris (43, 44, 45) has compiled complete lists with additions 

and revisions of chromosomal locations of genes for hexaploid wheat 

characters.

Sears (67) outlined the possible methods for utilizing aneuploids 

in genetic analyses of wheat. These methods included? (l) ascertain

ing that the effect of a particular gene is absent in a nul,lisomic|

(2) growing F2 populations from crosses with each of the 21 

nullisomics or monosomies and determining which F2 family segregates 

abnormally; (3) analyzing selected ,F2 plants in the F3,generation; 
and (4) substituting the, individual chromosomes of other varieties 

into a standard variety. In the methods involving the analysis of 

F2 and. .F3 populations it becomes apparent that if monosomic F]_ plants 

are selected, the source of only one chromosome is positively known, 

that is the F% monosomic chromosome must have come from the disomic 

parent, while the other chromosomes in the complement are segregating 

at random. In opposition to this, the substitution program allows 

for the determination of the effect of one chromosome pair in a 

specifically known chromosome complement background. The chromosome 

substitution program involves the crossing of a particular monosomic 

or pullisomic individual to a normal individual of the variety from
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which the chromosome is to be substituted= By repeated backcrossing 

using the monosomic as the recurring female parent and selecting 

monosomic individuals each generation, it is possible to regain the 

genetic constitution of the monosomic individual, with, the exception 

of the chromosome contributed by the original normal parent= The 

production of different monosomic varieties can be accomplished in
i

much the same planner, except.that the original normal parent is used 

as the recurrent parent in the backcrossing program= The advantages 

of using nullisomics as compared to monosomies in a substitution 

program are discussed by Unrau (83)= If the nullisomic is used, the 

identity of the univalent is always known to be that of the desired 

variety= However, when the monosomic is used there is a male 

transmission of the deficiency ranging in frequency from I to 10 per

cent of the fertilizations, according to Sears (62)= Should this 

occur in combination with a normal female gamete, the resulting off

spring would be monosomic for the chromosome of the original monosomic 

parent rather than for the desired chromosome of the normal parent= 

This situation can be overcome by selfing the hybrid between each, 

generation and using only the recovered disomi.es as the female parent; 

however, this involves twice as many generations as the program 

involving nullisomics=

An example of th.e utilization of substitution lines In genetic 

analysis of wheat is provided by Kuspira and, Unrau (38)= They were
/

able to study the chromosomal association of genes governing awning.
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earliness, lodging, plant height, spike density, 1000-kernel weight 
and yield in this manner,

IIo Glume Color Inheritance

Color of glumes on mature I, aestivum is expressed as a red or 

bronze, while lack of color is designated as white, The inheritance 

of red or bronze glumes as a single factor pair has been reported 

by Biffen (8), Clark and Hooker (14), Clark, Quisenberry and Powers 

(15), Florell (27), Kezer and Boyac (35), Stewart and Bischpff (77), 

Stewart and Nelson (78) apd others. Both, monogenic and digenic 

inheritance has been reported by Torrie (80). Unrau (82) determined, 

from aneuploid studies, that th.e dominant gene for red color in the 

variety Federation 41 was associated with, chromosome IB, Sears 

(.68) noted that the nullisomic for chromosome IB in Chinese ;Spring 

displayed darker glumes than the normal,

111= Auricle Color Inheritance

The character of auricle color is displayed as a. purple or red 

pigmentation in th.e auricle of the flag leaf. This coloration is 

contrasted to the lack of purple color resulting in a pale green or 

nearly colorless auricle. Kjanus (37) as cited by Gears (.63) reports 

a single, dominant gene for red auricle over colorless, Villanueya- 

Noya (85) studied the segration of progeny resulting from a cross 

between red and green auricle parents. The results showed 219 

individuals with, red auricles and 76 with green auricles indicating a 

single factor pair with dominance. These results were confirmed by
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studies of Fg families; To date, no data are available from aneuploid 

studies which would locate this factor on any particular chromosome.

IV, Heading Date Inheritance

Of some concern to the wheat breeder is the length of time re

quired for a variety to reacjo maturity. In general, the major 

criterion used to judge maturity time is.date of heading. It would 

seem logical, as considerable research has indicated, that this 

character may be the final expression of a series of genes affecting 

a number of physiological processes of the plant. It is important, 

alsoj to acknowledge the fact that this character may be critically 

affected by environmental conditions. Biffen (8) suggests one factor 

pair governing earliness in wheat. Florell (26) reports that this 

character is governed by one major factor pair showing dominance 

toward earliness, with the possibility pf a number of minor modifying 

factor pairs, Harrington (30), Stephens (76), and Florell (27) all 

suggest two or more factor pairs with dominance pr partial dominance 

for earlinesso Freeman (28) and Bryan and Pressley (12) found 

dominance or partial dominance for lateness. Nandpuri and Foote (46) 

report earliness of heading as partially dominant and controlled by 

at least two factors„ Crumpacker and Allard (19) using a ten- 

variety diallele system to analyze heading date suggested that three 

independent gene pairs expressing partial cumulative dominance for 

earliness were controlling this character. The complexity of earliness 

inheritance is indicated by Kuspira and Unrau (38). Utilizing three
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different substitution lines they were able to demonstrate that all but 

four chromosomes had an effect.on date of heading,

Vo Protein Quality Inheritance
I

The character of protein quality is strongly influenced by 

environmental effectss making th,e determination, of its inheritance 

very difficult. In addition, the problem.has been compounded by the 

lack of a specific critical test that can be utilized in early 

segregating generation's when the amount of material available for test

ing is small; The proof that gluten characteristics are inherited is 

not lacking, bqt the determination of the number of genetic factors 

involved is still subject to considerable investigation, Biffen (9) 

utilized several crude tests in. an effort to determine strength in 

wheat, He was unable to show a specific mode of inheritance, but 

did determine that this character was inherited and felt that it was 

governed by a relatively few factor pairs, Saunders (57), on the 

other hand, felt very strongly that the inheritance of strength is 

governed by a complex mendelian system, Saunders also- points out that 

the physical appearance of the wheat itself is not generally a good 

criterion for decisions regarding the strength, of the wheat, Clark, 

Florell, and Hooker (.13) attempted a study of quality inheritance 

using crude protein content and kernel texture of the wheat as the 

basis of their evaluation. They proposed that several genetic 

factors -Jnrere governing these characters, . Others to suggest multiple 

gene inheritance were Ausemus, Markley, Bailey and Hayes (l),
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Cutler and Worzella (2l)s Hayes, Immer, and Bailey (32), and 

Worzella and Cutler (90)„ Worzella (88), utilizing the wheat meal 

fermentation test on, Fg and F3 material, suggested three factor pairs

with additive effect„ He also recognized the fact that the direction
!

in which the cross was made had an effect on the doughball time of 

F]_ seed. This is probably due to the Sn condition of the endosperm 

in which two maternal and one paternal homologous chromosomes are 

present, Wprzplla (89) suggested that one, three, and four factors, 

respectively, for the three varieties investigated were governing 

gluten strength in a series of three-way crosses. Again the wheat 

meal fermentation test was used. Beard and Poehlman (5) utilizing 

pearling indices as an indication of quality differences between 

hard and soft wheats concluded that the distribution of segregates 

indicated a multigenic mode of inheritance, Gfeller and Whiteside 

(29) studied inheritance of quality as measured by expansion, 

sedimentation, and mixograph tests in relationship to agronomic 

characteristics in hard red spring wheat. Although, they were able to 

determine some linkage between quality characteristics and rust 

resistance and compact spikes, the particular mode of inheritance for 

quality was not determined.

It is obvious that considerable confusion arises in comparison of 

data which comes from different analytical procedures. In the case of 

quality inheritance, the methods have varied from chewing the kernels- 

to punning complete baking tests on advanced generation material. If
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tests are run on very early generations, the amount of grain 

available is usually too small to lend itself to accurate standard 

testing procedures<> If later generation material is used for complete 

milling and baking tests, the plant breeder is faced with the problem 

of propegating a large number of lines to insure the complete testing 

of all genotypes. These facts, combined with year to year variation 

due to environment-, have presented, serious problems in accurately 

determining prptein quality inheritance. It seems likely that the 

genetic sys.temp proposed in: the. early work were governing the reaction 

to the test utilized. Eaph test probably represented only part of the 

quality picture. The difficulty of identifying this genetic system is 

emphasized by the lack of report's in recent literature.

Although, wheat protein, as such, is not the major point of study 

in this paper, it may be well to giye this subject a brief review as 

it is so closely associated with some genetic aspects of the experi

ment.

,Wheat kernels may vary in total protein ,content from a low of 

around 9% to a high, of 17% or more. Within the total protein there 

are several fractions, the most important of which, from the bread 

maker’s standpoint, is the acid soluble portion, gluten. It is 

primarily this portion that helps account for such properties aS 

elasticity of the dough, water absorption, gas production and retention, 

and diastatic powers. A considerable amount of research has been done 

in. an effort to determine the specific differences between good and
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poor quality gluten. However, many difficulties have been en

countered in the separation of the various components. Withthe advent 

of satisfactory electrophoretic methods more accurate separations 

and results could be obtained. Coats and Simmonds (18) investigated 

moving boundry electrophoresis and DEAE-cellulose ion exchange
i

resins for separating the components of flour proteinsi They report 

that the DEAE-cellulose gave superior results regarding clearness 

of separation. They report less protein denaturation by this method 

than by many previously used. Slmmonds (72) utilizing DEAE-cellulose ■ 

was able to demonstrate eight subfractions of the pyrophosphate- 

soluble fraction of the wheat protein. In addition, Dangers’ 

method (56) was utilized to determine the N-terminal amino acids 

in some of the subfractions. Although, this is not the fraction most 

interesting from the flour quality standpoint, it is an excellent 

demonstration of methods now available for wheat protein studies.

Bell and Simmopds (6) re-emphasized the importance of gluten in flour 

characteristics. They report a high positive correlation between the 

formic acid soluble (gluten proteins) nitrogen and baking scorp.

They found no significant correlation between the amount of 

pyrophosphate-soluble nitrogen (albumins, globulins, pentosan- 

protein complexes, nucleoproteins) and baking score. They feel their 

findings quite logical in view of the different roles played by the 

pyrophosphate-so luble- proteins as compared with the formic acid-soluble 

group. The former will contain those proteins and enzymes concerned
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directly or indirectly with cellular metabolism, either in gluten or 

starch synthesis during grain maturation, or with their subsequent 

breakdown during germination.' There is no evidence that any proteins 

of the pyrophosphate-soluble group are involved in the formation of 

the cohesive network characteristic of the formic acid-soluble group 

when flour-water dpughs are prepared. Pence and Mecham (52) report 

the fractionation of wheat proteins through ion exchange ^hromotography 

on cellulose derivatives,' electrophoresis particularly in aluminum 

lactate buffer? and starch-gel electrophoresis, they reported at 

least 9 components in gluten protein. Present in non-gluten protein 

are at least 3'globulins, and 11 or more water soluble fractions.

Proteolytic enzyme systems are of considerable importance in 

the consideration of the gluten problem. According to Harris (31) 

too high a proteolytic activity in the fermenting dough results in 

weak., runny dough which, is incapable of retaining the gas formed 

during fermentation and produces flat badly-shaped loaves. On the 

other hand, doughs which have harsh ;”bucky.!' glutens may be improved 

by the addition of appropriate quantities of proteolytic enzymes. 

Apparently these proteolytic enzymes operate in the presence of an 

activator. Glutathione has been investigated in the role of an 

activator by Jorgenson (34)„ He concluded that this compound could, 

indeed, act as an activator and could, if present in sufficient 

quantities, result in the ruin of the gluten during the fermentation 

process. Balls ,and Hale (2) concluded that flour proteases could be
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activated by glutatione or by cysteipe. Flpbel (25).studied the 

action of various oxidizing' agents on flour and concluded that 

oxtd^tioh resulted■in. reduced proteolytic activity9 probably through 
oxidation of the activator.

The wheat meal fermentation test, deyised by Sounders (SS)9- was 

originated to- fill the need for a method.of analysis of very small 

samples, with relative^rapidity, wh^le maintaining a reasonably good 

correlatioh with, th§ standard tests used as criteria in evaluating 

flour characteristics of^larghr:sized flour samples. Essentially the 

test.involves the.addition of a yeast solution to wheat meal pr flour. 

The.resulting mass is kneaded into a ball of medium consistency and 

placed in , a. container .of ,,water maintained at a constant temperature of 

approximately. 86 ,̂ F o: Jhe ball, immediately-sinks to-the-bottom,.'then 

rises as the yeast begins production of COg resulting from,fermentation 

of available sugar. Aq,,the. fermentation process, continues, the ■, 

dpughba-il expands■ and- after--.a pferibd of- timp begins to disintegrate 

allowing pieces, of; dq'ugh'to; fall jtc Ihelbottqm of the'container.

Time is usually, measured as-the period between immersion and disinte

gration of the doughball= Saunder8 s original method utilized refined 

flour as,the, basic material. However, Cutler and Wprzella (20) and 

Peishenke (5l) initiated the modification of using wheat meal instead 

of flour. It was felt that the meal gave quicker, more clear-cut 

and dependable results than when the refined flour was used. The
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passage of the meal through a I mm; mesh sieve provides a product of

satisfactory texture for "the test.

The criterion of judgment is that the wheats with stronger flour

characteristics have longer times9 while the weak wheats have shorter
times. Pool and Patterson (54) in studies on the fermentation time

test have proposed an explanation for the cause of doughball collapse.

They suggest that the amount of available suggr is responsible for the

COg production, ,When the sugar is fermented by the yeast, COg forms

small gas cells' in the dough. Gradually the cells are widened and

stretched out. Proteolytic enzymes working in the films surrounding

the gas cells weaken the eipsticdty of the gluten while.the pressure
’

of the COg keeps open the pores and channels in, the doughball allowing 

a high 'degree of hydration in the starch, and gluten. This brings 

about the weakening of gel films and a final collapse of the 

doughball under gravitational forces. It would seem, however., that 

the physical structure of the proteins, especially regarding 

elasticity properties, would play an important rote in the rapidity 

of disintegration. It seems logical that both protein properties and 

enzymatic activities are measured by this test.. It is also possible 

that both of these factors play a major part in the evaluation of 

wheat flours by commercial methods,

The process has been modified a number of times regarding the 

amounts of ingredients that are used, as well as the size of container 

and volume of water. Cutler and Worzella (20) suggested using 10 g»
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of wheat meal, 5.5 cc„ of 10 percent yeast solution, and 80 cc. of 

distilled water in a 150 cc,beaker. Pelshenke (5l) suggested using •

5 g. of wheat meal, 0.25 g. of yeast and a ’'quantity of" water™1 for 

making the doughball, and using a beaker 6 cm.' in diameter and 7 cm. 

high with, 75 cc. of water. Bayfield (3,4) attributed a considerable 

amount of the variation experienced by previous workers in this test 

to the size of the beakers used in comparison to the amount of wheat 

meal used. He suggested that the wheats with longer times had a 

tendency to spread out on th,e surface of the water and receive support 

from the sides of the beaker if the doughball contained an excessive 

amount of material originally. This support tended to increase time 

by not allowing the proper disintegration of the doughball. He 

suggested reducing proportionately the amounts of meal and yeast 

until the fully expanded doughball did not receive any support from 

th,e sides of the beaker.

Pelshenke (5l). reported that the doughball data agreed quite 

closely with farinograph and loaf volume data, although no correlations 

were run. Cutler and Worzella (20) in 1931 report no correlation 

between time and loaf volume, but good correlation between, time and 

absorption, and fair correlation between time and flour protein. 

However, four years of quality data were correlated with time by 

Cutler and Worzella (21) in 1933. The ranges of correlations for the 

four years of the following characteristics with time weres flour 

protein +.49 - +.60, loaf volume + .07 - +.84, and water absorption
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+.54 - +.85. Winter and Gustafson (87) gave a time correlation over 

two years with wheat protein as 0„30? with loaf volume as 0.72, and 

with dough expansion as 0.66. Wilson, Markley and Bailey (86) in test

ing both winter and spring varieties reported no correlation between 

time and protein in either case, but foupd a significant positive 

correlation with, spring wheat time and loaf volume and a non

significant positive correlation of winter wheat time and loaf volume. 

The entire strength, score, which, included loaf volume, texture, and 

grain, of both winter and spring varieties showed a significant 

positive correlation with, time. Kplar and Hehpl/ report highly 

significant correlations between time and the flour characteristics 

of loaf volume and mixing tolerance, but little correlation between 

time and flour protein content. Allen and Hehn?/ report significant 

positive correlations between doughball time and both, loaf volume and 

mixing time. Assuming that the.doughball test is a reasonably 

accurate method of measurement of wheat flour properties attributed 

to protein, it seems that investigations utilizing this test indicate

l/ Kolar, J.J., and Hehn, E.R. The use of the wheat meal
fermentation time test in wheat improvement programs as a means 
of evaluating milling and baking quality of hard red winter 
wheats. Unpub. senior thesis. Plant and Soil Sci. Dept.,
Mont. Sta. Coll. 1950.

2/ Allen, C 0D 0 and Hehn9 E.R. The use of wheat flour in the
fermentation time test to evaluate some hard red winter wheats 
and the protein and amino acid content of wheat. Unpub. 
senior thesis, Plant and Soil S.ci. Dept., Mont. Sta= Coll.
1953. -
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that protein quality rather than quantity is of major importance in
,

acceptable flours, Laubach - and Hehh-/ investigated further modifi
cations of the doughball test in an effort to achieve a greater degree

of accuracy in the results. The modifications included changing the 

yeast solution from 10 percent to 3715 percent? and adding both 

glucose and potassium bromate„ The '37,5 percent yeast solution was 

utilized mainly in an attempt to uniformly reduce time of disintegra

tion by increasing the amount of COg produced. It was found that any 

further increase in concentration had no reducing effect on time, The 

glucose was added in a 5 percent solution to insure a sufficient 

supply of available' sugar for yeast growth, thus reducing the possi

bility of insufficient gas production because of lack of available 

sugar. The potassium bromate in a 0,2 percent solution was added to 

improve the quality of the meal through, oxidation of the protease 

activator glutathione. The modified method utilized 10 g, of wheat 

meal, 5 ml, of the, 37,5 percent yeast solution, and I ml, each, of 

tlxe glucose and potassium bromate solutions. The normal method 

involved 10 g„ of wheat meal and 5 ml, of lo percent yeast solution. 

The modified test showed a highly significant positive correlation of

3/ Laubach9 V 0F 0,. and Hehn9; E 0R 0 The use of the. wheat meal 
fermentation tiijne test in wheat improvement programs as a 
means of evaluating milling ahd baking quality of hard red 
winter wheats, Unpub, senior thesis. Plant and Soil Sci0 Dept,, 
Mont, Sta, Coll, 1953,



O„,60 with loaf volume, while the normal, method showed 9 significant 

positive correlation of 0„4,6„ The modified test enabled the doughball 

to break faster and produce a more definite end point than the normal 

procedure„



MATERIALS AND METHODS.

Twenty-one monosomic lines, each, monosomic for a different chromosome 

of the hard red winter wheat Triticum aestivum variety Kharkov MG22 

(hereafter referred to as KMC22) were obtained as seed in the fall of 

1960 from Dr, B„ Charles Jenkins? Department of Plant Science, University 

of Manitoba, .Einnipeg, Canada, These lines had been produced by a 

backcrossing program with the monosomic Chinese Spring variety, Jhis- 

prograp utilized initial crosses of monosomic Chinese .Spring with normal 

KMC22, followed by the selection of monosomic Fi plants. Subsequent 

backcrosses were accomplished by using normal KMC22 as the recurrent 

male parent and the monosomic progeny from the backcrosses as the female. 

The backcrosses had been, completed for eight or nine generations to insure 

relatively pure genetic recovery of the Kharkov complement. One exception 

to this was the line monosomic for chromosome 6D which had a history of 

only three backcrosses, KMC22 is classified as a white glumed, red. 

auricled, late maturing wheat with poor dough quality characteristics.

The normal parent chosen for this study was the variety Itana which is 

characterized as having red glumes, colorless auricles, early maturity, 

and relatively strong dough characteristics.

Ten seeds each of monosomic KMC22 lines, 50 seeds of Itan.a, and 10 

seeds of normal KMC22 were seeded in two inch peat pots in the greenhouse 

on October I, I960, .When the plants reached apprpximately the two leaf 

stage they were transferred to a cold chamber for vernalization. During 

the vernalization period of six weeks, the chamber was operated on a 2 4 -hou%
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cycle of 8 hours at 550F with all lights on and 16 hours at 350F with 

all lights off. This schedule was devised to simulate as closely as 

possible field conditions in the fall, and to encourage tillering,

Following vernalization the plants, including pots, were transplanted to 

wooden soil filled.benches in the greenhouse. All greenhouse soil utilized 

in this experiment was steam sterilized prior to use. Upon heading, 

hybridization was accomplished between the KMC22 monosomic lines and 

Itana, and also between the normal' KMC22 and Itana. In all cases Itana was 

utilized as the male parent. The goal of six crosses on each, monosomic 

line was established to ensure at least one monosomic F^ line for each 

chromosome. It was known that each monosomic line originated from a 

monosomic plant, but because of the approximate ratio of 75 percent' 

monosomic to 25 percent disomic progeny resulting from a self pollinated 

monosomic individual, the chromosomal number of each, of these individuals 

could not be known definitely until cyt.ological examination had been 

completed. The goal of six crosses, however, was not realized in many 

cases because the early maturity of Itana and the late maturity of 

KMC22 presented the problem of matching viable pollen with proper 

maturity of the females. Also, the desired amount of tillering, 

especially in. the monosomies, was not achieved.

Head samples for pollen mother cell cytological analysts were 

taken on plants of monosomic lines about three days prior to emergence from 

the boot. The heads were preserved in Carnoy1s fixative of I part glacial 

acetic acids 3 parts chloroforms 6 parts absolute alcohol. These were then
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stored under refrigeration at about I0C' until the cytological examination 

could be completedo Slide preparations were made according to Selling’s 

method (?) by placing the anthers in a drop of 5% acetocarmine and 

squashing with a pair of dissecting needles0 No heat was applied because 

preliminary observations indicated' adequate chromosomal staining and less 

breakage of the cells without heat application. Following squashingg the 

debris was removed:with forceps and a coyersiip applied. Thumb pressure 

was applied to remove excess stain from beneath the coverslip and also to 

increase the desired one plane position of the cells. If slides were to 

be preserved for any length of time, the edges of the coverslip were 

sealed with clear fingernail polish,. Late prophase I or metaphase I was 

preferred because of ease of observing univalents in these stages. If 

these stages were not available, telophase I or telophase II was accepted 

in which, the occurrence of micronuclei was taken as a criterion of a 

monosomic condition. Chromosome counts were made when possible, otherwise 

the occurrence of a univalent in the cell was taken as an indication of 

a monosomic condition. A, slight, change in the staining procedure was 

suggested by Larson-/. The change involved doing a rapid squash manipu

lation of the anthers in the acetocarmine and immediately observing the 

preparation under the IOX objective without the use of the coverslip. In 

this way it was possible immediately to determine if the proper stages 

were present. If they were present, preparation of the slide was completed

4/ Larson, Ruby I. Canadian Agricultural Research Station, Lethbridge, 
Alberta. Personal communication. 1961.
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as previously outlined<, If they were not present, the slide could be 

wiped clean with cheesecloth and a new set of anthers prepared. This 

method contributed a considerable saving in time as it was necessary to 

prepare completely only those slides that contained pollen mother cells 

in. the proper stage of development. The age of the heads sampled was 

of primary importance in obtaining usable material,. Approximately three 

days before emergence gave the most satisfactory material. This is 

best judged by pinching the boot to determine the relative stage of 

development of the head. However, some experience was required before an 

educated touch was developed. It was observed that the tendency was to 

sample too late rather than too early. This was indicated by the fact 

that a majority of the usable anthers were obtained from'the upper and 

lower florets which are the later developing parts of the head, rather than 

from the earlier maturing middle portion of the head.

When the parent plants and crosses reached maturity they were harvested 

and immediately replanted,, again utilizing greenhouse facilities as 

previously outlined. This material was' seeded on May 12, 1961. Cytological 

investigation had been completed at this time on the monosemic parent 

material, but it was not possible to determine the chromosome number of 

all the parents sampled because of unsatisfactory PMC material in some 

cases. All of the crossed seed set on monosomic parents and also crossed 

seed from plants of unknown chromosome numbers were planted. This involved 

183 Fi seeds from a total of 55 crosses involving 20 of the 21 monosomic 

lines. Monosomic 7D had been lost because of mismatch of parents at heading
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timeo Monosomic 6A was subsequently lost in the Fl generation because 

of failure to set seed. Also planted at this time were the seeds of the 

three normal KMC22 X Itana crosses, six seeds each, of the monosomic and 

unknown KMC22 parents, each, Itana plant used for crossing, and the three 

normal KMC22 plants. All Fj_ plants from monosomic parentage were sampled 

for cytological investigation. Chromosomes 3B? 6B, and 3D could not be 

studied because of the failure to obtain appropriate monosomic F]_ plants. 

Plants from the monosomic and unknown KMC22 parents were sampled to insure 

an ample supply of monosomic parent seed of each chromosome for the final 

generation planting. Again, in some cases, a problem of not being able 

to make positive cytological identification was encountered because of 

unsatisfactory samples. All of the plants in this, generation were, allowed 

to self pollinate. The parent and ,Fg .,seed frqm this greenhouse generation 

was planted in the field plot in the fall. However, because the May 15 

planting date resulted in a late maturing greenhouse crop, the rather 

undesirably late dates of October 12-17 were obtained for the field 

planting. In an effort to realize as satisfactory a field planting date 

as possible, some of the greenhouse plants were harvested in a partially 

immature stage. This, combined with the late field planting, resulted in 

a considerable stand reduction in the field.

The field plot was located at the Montana State Experiment Station 
Field Research Laboratory west of Bozeman. The plot had been in alfalfa 
the previous summer, and in summerfaIlow the summer prior to planting. A 

sprinkler irrigation application of approximately two inches of water was
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applied prior to seeding to insure adequate fall soil moisture„ Jhe rows 

were 18 feet long, spaced one foot apart, and each seed was planted six 

inches apart in the row. All seed was planted by hand with a hand corn 

plantero

The field plot design for eacfi monosomic line included one row each 

of the Itanq parent or parents utilized in crosses with the monosomic 

parents, the normal KMC22 and the normal Itana X KMC22 cross, and as many 

rows as seed was available for the monosomic and unknown ?2 populations 

and KMC22 parents. In some cases where adequate seed was available the 

material was replicated twice. In instances where there was, not sufficient 

seed to complete the row it was finished by using an easily identifiable 

dwarf winter wheat as, filler. The entire field experiment involved 784 

rows. Following seeding, the plot was fertilized with the equivalent 

of 40 pounds of actual nitrogep and 20 pounds of phosphate per acre applied 

in granular form by spreader.

The following spring the plot was sprayed for broad leaf weeds and 

volunteer alfalfa with a knapsack sprayer application of 2,4Dj Following 

this, the plot was kept as weed free as. possible by hand hoeing. Because 

of adequate summer moisture, no. irrigation water was applied. The entire 

plot was severely infested with stripe rust, Puccinia striiformis .West,, 

to which both parents were susceptible,

At the appropriate time morphological data were collected on the 

experiment. Heading date' was determined as the date on which, the first 

head of the plant emerged from the boot. Auricle color was classified
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either as. purple or colorless. Qlume color was noted either as red or 

white o

At haryesting each, plant was pulled and then, threshed individually 

in the field with a Vogel head thresher. Power for the threshers was. 

supplied by a portable Kohler power plant. Following thresMhg.? the 

samples were cleaned of all chaff and other foreign material and stored in 

large coin envelopes.

The modified wheat meal fermentation time test as described by 

Laubach. and Hehn§/ Iyvas utilized in the study of gluten quality. The 

samples were allowed to dry in storage for a minimum of 120 days after 

harvest to insure a relatively uniform moisture content of about 9 per

cent. Approximately 7.5 g. of whole wheat were weighed from each sample 

and ground in a Wiley mill equipped with a I mm. mesh sieve. The meal 

that passed through, the sieve was collected and stored in Small glass, 

bottles with screw caps. Poughballs were made from this material approxi

mately five to seven days following grinding. Preliminary investigations 

showed that 250 mm-, low form beakers containing 100 mm. water would serve 

adequately for doughballs containing 5 g. of meal, without allowing any 

support to the doughballs by the sides of the beaker. The doughballs 

were made by using 5 g. of the wheat meal? 2.5 ml. of a solution of 60 g. 

Fleishmans yeast dissolved in 100 ml. water, 0.5 ml. of a solution of 5 g. 

glucose dissolved in 100 ml. of water, and 0.5 ml. of a solution of I g. 

potassium bromate dissolved in 500 ml. of water. Distilled water was 

.5/ Laubach and Hehn, op. cit. '



used in all phases of this experimento The meal and solutions were 

mixed together using a spatula and crucible. When the material formed a 

Sticky mass it'was transferred to the palm of the left hand apd kneaded 

with thfp thumb of the right hand until a ball of medium consistency was 

formed. I This, was rolled/between the palms • .until a smooth ball with,out 

cracks and'crevices was formed. Thelfihished product'was'placed in the 

250 ml. low form beaker containing 100 ml. of distilled water. The 

wafer had previously been brought.to a uniform temperature of 86°F by 

placing the beaker and water in a fermentation cabinet for about 90 

minu'fe.s,prior to the immersion.of the doughball. ■ It was possible9 by us

ing this fermentation ,cabinet9 to Efiaintain the. desired temperature as a 

constant throughout the experiment. The cabinet also provided facilities 

to .allpijv the fermentation, of about 3.0 doughbaHs at the same time. By 

starting them qh a rotational basis it was possible to utilize the entire 

cabinet until a particular had been completed. Approximately 150 

doughball tesfs could be completed in 'a 12 hour operation. The only 

hupiidity that. was. supplied was furnished., by the. -Watqr in the beakers. Time 

was measured, in minutes from the immersion of the doughball to the point 

when ;the first piece of .dough touched th.e bottom of the? beaker. An 

Bttempfl was made to rqduce the erro^in the doughball tesf'ing by keeping, 

all factors as constant as possible. Thpse factor's'included1 the length 

of time from grinding to running9 the temperature of the cabinet and water, 

and a minimum amount of disturbance to the doughball-wafer-beaker system.
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Preliminary1' investigations on a number of KMC22 and Itana parents 

disclosed an unusually high amount of difference in times recorded from 

different areas of the plot. For this reason it was. decided to utilize 

only the first replication in the quality test. It was felt that this 

would help eliminate the possibility of introducing an unnecessary amount 

of environmental effect into the data. The fact that some Fp 

populations, because of lack of seed, had Very few or no individuals in 

the second replication also, influenced the decision to utilize the first 

replication only. Had both replications been used, it would have been 

impossible in most cases to have an equal number of samples in each 

population from the two different locations. ,The planting plan, as 

previously described, for each monosomic population included a row of each 

Itana parent used for hybridization on that particular chromosome, a row 

of normal KMC22, a row of the normal KMC22 X Itana cross and as many rows 

of the monosomic and disomic KMC22 parent and KMC22 X Itana cross as seed 

was available for. Because of immature seed and severe winter killing 

much smaller population numbers were obtained than had been hoped for. 

This, combined with an insufficient amount of seed for testing, in many 

cases resulted in rather small populations available for analysis. In 

the statistical analysis, comparisons were made only between populations 

within any one planting group, again in an effort to maintain as uniform 

an effect as possible from environment. Essentially each planting group 

of Itana, and normal, monosomic, and disomic KMC22 and KMC22 X Itana 

constituted an experiment in itself. No comparisons were made between
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populations of two different planting groups„ The exceptions to this 

rule involved situations where insufficient numbers of a particular 

population were available for testing» In these cases the equivalent 

material was used from the next planting group,

A problem of some importance was encountered in the time test itself. 

This was the amount of turbidity in the water produced by samples with 

long fermentation times. It was difficult in these cases to determine 

the end point with any great degree of accuracy and this, undoubtedly, 

introduced considerable error into the experiment, especially in the 

case of the long time parent Itana, Short time samples did not offer this 

problem to the same degree. Various methods of overcoming this difficulty 

were proposed and investigated before running the actual experiment, 

but none were found to be completely satisfactory. The situation was 

partially relieved by utilizing an additional concentrated light source 

for inspection of the fermenting doughballs. Each doughball was inspected 

at a maximum of 5 minute intervals. 1

In selecting the statistical tests to be used in the analysis of these 

data, it was reasoned that any two similar populations, either parent or 

Fg, should have approximately the same means and variances, and frequency 

distribution patterns, barring the effect of the lack of one or more 

chromosomes„ This is, of course, subject to some discrepancy due to 

environmental effect. The parents, assuming that they are homozygous, 

should show a distribution due to environment, while the F^'s should show 

a distribution ranging between’the time of the parents, which is due both
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to genetic and environmental influence, Even though, the range in .
distributipn of the Fg populations would be considerably wider .than either 

of the parents 9 any two F2' populations 'when compared together should show 

,approximately the same mean, variance, and distribution. For this reason 

the F' test for the hypothesis of equal variances, and the "t" test for 

the. hypothesis of equal: means were selected for this analysis. Both tests 

are described in Ostle (l50) and Steele and Torrie (75).

, .,Because the. "t" test involves the assumption of homogeneity of 

variances, it.cpuld be used only in. cases- where the F test did not'show 

significance. To obtain some information regarding the mean'in cases 

where the "t" tegt could nqt be, used, the mean.of each, disomic and normal 

Fg population was taken a's one observatipn' and an analysis of variance
■ . " ' ■>" ' 'i .' '' " _ ■

completed to obtain the standard deviation of these observations. The same

procedure was followed for the disomic and normal KMC2̂ 1 parents. It was
" I

fplt thait fhe mean of any mpnosomic population that fell, outside the area 

included in + 2 standard deviations may warrant some consideration. The
i . ■’ I ■. . . .'

mean of. the normal and disomic Fg population means, was 88 minutes with a 

standard deviation of 15 minutes. The mean of the disomic and normal 

KMC22 parents means was 66 minutes with a standard deviation of 14 minutes.

A  simultaneous test of the mean and variance was carried out in all 

cases where the F test was significant. This test was accomplished in an 

effort to detect differences in population distributions. The statistic 

used was - 2 In A  = -(Ni + Ng) in (-*■ ^ in (p^j + Ng In (g^)

where N]_ and Ng are the respective number of observations in each, population,



S-i and Sg are the sums of the deviations squared in each population, 

and S is the sum of the squared deviations of all observations in both 

populations from the grand mean. - 2 In A  is distributed approximately as 

chi-square with 2 'degrees of freedom.

In addition, the test for symmetry as described by .Snedecor (73) and 

Fischer (24) was utilized in all cases where a highly significant difference 

was observed between the means, or variances of any two populations. This 

test, utilizing the sum of the cubed deviations, supplies information, 

regarding the normality of the distribution of a population and about the 

direction of skewness if normality is not present. Because of small 

numbers in the populations and the amount of error involved, it was felt 

that any attempt to set up class intervals would be arbitrary and would 

add little to the analysis.

In an attempt to provide additional evidence to support the hypotheses 
formed regarding the role of the various chromosomes in, protein quality, 
farinograph curves were run on selected materials. Essentially the. 
farinograph test measures the resistance of dough to deterioration, by 
mixing, and is primarily another test of dough strength. The dough is 
mixed mechanically, and the pressure on the mixing paddles resulting from 
the resistance of the dough is transmitted to a pen arm. The pen records 
the resistance on a moving graph. The curve rapidly reaches a peak as 
the proper amount of water is added to the flour. After this peak is 
reached, the slope of the curve will depend on the tolerance of the dough 
to mixing. Tjae curve of a weak flour will, drop off rapidly, while a
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strong flour will produce a long gradually sloping curve. This test is 

widely used in the evaluation of varieties to be utilized in commercial 

bread making. For this test a minimum of 50 g. of refined flour is 

necessary, which in turn calls for about 100 g. of whole wheat. To obtain 

this much, material Sg.- from each of 20 plants selected at random in a 

population were bulked as a composite sample. The grain was tempered to 

16 percent moisture and milled on a Brabender quadruplex mill. Because 

of the lack of- a sufficient amount of material,, it was not possible to 

test all populations on the farin.ogra.ph, and only enough,,material for one 

run was obtained from any of the populations tested. The two curve 

measurements, stability time and mixing tolerance index, were computed on 

each curve. The stability time is computed from a line plotted horizontally 

through the exact center of the width of the curve at its peak. Stability 

time is then calculated as, the length of the line, in minutes, from the 

point of entry to the point of departure from the curve. Thus, strong 

flours would haye long stability times, while weak flours would have short 

stability times. Mixing tolerance index in degrees is found by locating 

the highest point of the curve,- moving to the left, five imputes,; and count

ing down the number of squares needed to again reach, the curve. Bach 

square represents 20 degrees. A, strong flour would have a low mixing 

tolerance index, while a weak flour would haye a high mixing tolerance 

index.

An attempt was made to determine total protein content of the 

individual plants utilized in the doughball test. The method used was the



Udy Colorimeter test as described by Udy (Si). Since both, KMC22 and 

i.tana have approximately the same protein content, it was felt that the 

data would be reported only if there appeared to be some effect from the 

loss of any of.the chromosomes.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

I. o- Glume Color

: All of the Itana plants had red glumes, while all of the KMC22

plants, both monosomic and normal-/, had white glumes. The F2 progeny 

resulting from crosses of normal KMC22 X Itana segregated for glume 

color in a ratio of 3 red and I white, with, a Very good f̂ .t to this 

ratio (Table II), An Fg ratio of 3sI was also observed in crosses 

of all mpnopomics with, Ftana, except the cross with the IB monosomic,

The latter Fg population was distributed with. 92 red glumed and no 

white glumed individuals which, produced a highly significant deviation 

from the 3sI r.atio, No F]_ plants disomic for this chromosome were 

recovered from the crosses, of KMC22 monosomic for chromosome IB with 

Itana?

II, Auricle Color

All plants were classified as having either purple or colorless 

auricles. All Itana plants showed colorless auricles, while all KMC22 

plants, both disomic and monosomic with, th.e exception, of those monosomic 

for chromosomes 4A, and SB, displayed purple auricle .color. The normal 

^2 populations strongly indicated a segregation of 3 purples I color

less (Table III) „ However, monosomic F2 populations involving both.
/

chromosomes 4A., and SB showed disagreement with, the proposed monohybrid

ratio. All of the 57 plants in the monosomic 4A. Fg6 s, were colorless,

I/ In the remainder of this paper the term "disomic"”. will refer to 
42-chromosome progeny recovered from selfing monosomic individuals.
The term A-normaT™"- will refer to the KMC22 and KMC22 X Itana in
dividuals and families not originally involved with the monosomic lines.
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Tgble II„ Glume color classification on F2 plants from crosses of 
normal and mbnosomic KMC22 with Itana „

Chromosome
Glume

Red
Color
White

Adjusted l/ 
Chi-square

(3 :1 ) Probability

Normal 269 98 0.480 0.50 -  0.40

IA (M) 2/ 42 17 0.27V 0.60 -  0.50

2A (M) 195 VO 0.213 0.70 — '0.60

3A. (M) 142 63 3.293 0.10 - 0.05

4A (M) 44 13 1,125 0.30 - 0.20

5A (M) 155 44 0»V39 0.40 -  0.30

VA (M), 61 29 2.133 0,20 -  0.10

IB (M) 92 0 29.348 ' <<p.oi

2B (M) 48 ' V 3.788 0.10 - 0.05

4B (M) 4V 14 0.049 0.90 - 0.80

SB (M) 58 15 0.771 0.40 - 0.30

VB (M) 40 8 1.361 0.30 -  0.20

ID (M) 30 13 0.380 0.60 -  0.50

2D (M) 32 11 0,006 0.95 - 0.90

4D (M) 106 40 p.329 0.50 - 0.40

SD (M) Vl 28 0,407 0.60 -  0.50

6D (M) . 56 15 0.380

. . . .

0.60 - 0.50

l/ Adjusted"for continuityo

2/ (M) refers to populations from monosomic Fi plants*
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Table III, A,uri,cle: color classifications on 'Fg plants from crosses
of normal and monosoihic KlVtC22 with Itana.

Chromosome
Auricle 

Purole .
1 Color 
Colorless

Adjusted l/ ' 
Chi-square 

(3:1) Probability

Normal ■ 280 87 0.263 0.70 - 0.60

IA (M) 2/ 41 ' 18 0.684 0.50 - 0.40
2A. (M) 207 58 1.209 0.30 - 0.20
3A (M) 143 62 2.733 0.10 - 0.05
4A (M) ' O 57 167.024 4 (0 .0 1
4A. (D) 163 64 1.070 0.30 - 0.20
5A (M) 166 33 7.077 0.01 - 0.005
7A. (M) . :61 29 2.133 0.20 - 0.10

IB (M) 72 20 0.363 0.95 - 0,90
2B (M) 41 14 • 0.006 0.95 - 0.90
4B (M) SO 11 1.229 0.30 - 0.20
SB (M) I 72 207.164 < 0 .0 1
SB (D) 101 23 2.420 0.20 - 0,10
TB (M) 38 10 0.250 0.70 - 0.60

ID (M) • 31 12 0.070 0.80 -  0.70
2D (M) 35 ' 8 0,591 0.50 - 0.40
4D (M) 101 45 2J338 0.20 - 0.10
SD (M) 74 25 0.003 0.98 -  0.95
6D (M) 49 22 1.056 ■ 0,40 - 0.30

l/ Adjusted for continuity, . . ......

2/ (M) refers to populations from monosomic plants, 
(D) refers to populations from disomic Fj plants.
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giving a highly significant deviation. - Gf the 73 plants in the 

monosomic 5Bg £2 population one was purple and 72 were colorless, 

again giving a highly significant deviation. In both, cases the 

disomic Fg populations displayed a. close approximation to a 3s I 

segregation. With the exception of the one purple plant in the SB. 

population, all Fg individuals for both, chromosomes displayed the
i '

colorless characteristic of the Itana parent.

It seemed obvious that the factor for glume color and those for 

auricle color, being on different chromosomes, would segregate in

dependently, As an additional test, of this hypothesis, the progeny in 

the Fg populations were tabulated on a two-way classification basis 

for auricle color, and glume color and tested for a 9s3s3?.l ratio with 

the chi-square test. The results are given in Table IV0 Jhe normal 

population and all of the monosomic populations, except the three 

■involving critical chromosomes, closely fit the expected ratio;-

III. Heading Date

The date of heading was determined as the date when the first 

head on the plant completely emerged from the boot. Jhe average head

ing date of the. Itana parents was June 30 +. I day. For all. KMC22 

parents the average date was July .6 + 2 days. Because of the shorter 

than anticipated difference in !heading dates between the two parents 

and also because of the pronounced environmental effect on heading 

date, the Eg individuals were only placed into two heading date groups 

for analytical purposes. These groups were designated as July 4 and
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Table IV. Two-way classification for auricle color and glume color on
F2 plants fyom crosses of normal and monosomic KMC22 with Itana

,Two-way Classification' White

Chromosome
Red I/ White 
Purole Purole

•' Red 
Colorless

Color- 
■ less

Chi-square 
(9:3:3:I) Probability

Normal 201 68 T9 19 2.280 0o‘60 - 0.50

IA (M) 2/ 30 ' 11 12 6 1,902 0.60 - 0.50
2A (M) " 143 52 S3 IT 0.5TT 0.95 - 0.90
3A (M) . 9T ■ 46 45 IT T.022 0.10 - 0.05
4A (M) O O 44 13 162.000 <%).di
4A (D) 129 34 S3 11 5.010 0,20 - 0.10
5A (M) 12T 39 26 T T.890 0.05 - 0.025
TA (M) 42 19 ■ • 20 9 4.341 0,30 - 0.20

IB (M) T2 O 20 O 31.362 <<(0.01
2B (M) : 34 T 14 O 5.69T 0.20 - 0.10
4B (M) 3T 13 10 I 2.6T9 0.50 - 0.40
SB (M) I O ST 15 213.T09 <%b.oi
SB (D) T3 16 28 T 3.456 0.30 - 0.20
TB (M) 32 6 8 2 2.3T0 0.50 - 0.40

ID (M) 21 10 9 3 0.933 0.90 - 0.80
2D (M) 26 9 ' 6 2 0.948 0.90 - 0.80
4D (M) T3 2.8 33 12 3.0T6 0.40 - 0.30
SD (M) 52 22 19 6 0.89T 0.90 - 0.80
6D (M) 38 . 11 . .18 4 2.189 0.60 - 0,50

l/ Upper colors^gluine5 lower color: auricle.

2/ (M.) refers to families from monosomic Fy plants,
(D) refers to families from disomic F% plants.



earlier, and July 5 and later. All Fg individuals headed in the span 

of time from June 29 to July 12. Table X shows that approximately 

75 percent of the. individuals, in the normal F2's fell in th6 early 

grouping, while 25 percent appeared in the late group. This then was 

the ratio selected to test the mqno.somic and disotiiic F2 populations,' 

utilizing the chi-siquare test tp determine goodness of fit.; All of 

the disomic Eg populations shpwed a very good fit. tp this suggested 

ratio. The monosomic Fg1s that involved chromosomes 3A, 5B? and 4D 

showed disagreement with, the proposed ratio. In all three cases the 

later group contained more plants than was expected while the early 

group contained less. Of the three chromosomes., 3A had the 

strongest effect by nearly reversing the 3:1 ratio. Of the 205 plants 

observed? 70 fell in the early group and 135 fell in the late group 

glying a highly significant deviation, . The 3A, monosomic parents 

did not display any tendency toward lateness. The Eg population 

monosomic for SB. showed 40 individuals in the early group and 33 ip 

the late group which, was a highly significant deviation. Jhe SB 

monosomic KMC22 parents showed approximately the s.ame heading date 

as the normals with no tendency toward lateness. The monospmi.c. Fg8s 

Tgr chromosome 4.D produced 93 plants in the early group and 53 i,n the 

late group giving a highly significant deviation. Here again the 

monosomic KMC22 parents did not display any tendency toward lateness. 

In all three cases the corresponding disomic Fg populations gave 

the. expected distributions.
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Table V. Heading date classification on Fg plants from crosses of
normal and monosomic KMC22 with Itana»

Adjusted l/
Heading Date___________  Chi-square

Chromosome July .4 & Prior' July 5'■& Later (3 ,1 ) Probability

Normal 282 0.568 0,50 - 0.40

IA (M) 2/ 1 42 ' 17 0.458 0.50 - 0.40
2A (M) 190 75 • 1.369 0.30 - 0.20
3a ;(M) 70 135 180.307 <Ko,01
3A (D) 96 23 1.751 0.20 - 0,10
4A. (M) 43 : .14 0.006 0.95 - 0.90
5A (M) 150 49 0.001 0,97 - 0.95
I k  (M) 73 18 1,059 0.40 - 0.30

IB (M) 72 20 0.363 0.60 - 0.50
2B (M) 43 12 0.152 ' 0.70 - 0.60
4B (M) 43 18 0.433 0.60 - 0.50
SB (M) 40 33 14.836
SB (D) 92 32 0.010 0.95 - 0.90
7B (M) 32 1.6 1.361 0.30 - 0.20

ID (M) 35 8 0.628 0.50 - 0.40
2D (M) 33 10 0.541 0.50 - 0.40
4D (M) 93 53 9,352 <P,Q1
4D (D) 46 20 0,727 0,40 - 0,30
SD (M) 74 25 0,004 0.95 - 0.90
6D (M) • SI 20 0.231 0.70 -  0.60

\ J  Adjusted for continuity.

2/ (M) refers to Fg populations from monosomic F% plants,
(D) refers to populations from di5,9mld Fl plants.
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IV0 Protein Quality

A, variety of disintegration patterns were presented by this 

materialo- The characteristic pattern for normal and disomic KMC22 

was the formation of a rounded mass on the water surface after about 

t 25 minuteso Following this, fracture lines were formed below the 

water surface and at approximately ,60-90 minutes the entire bottom 

would fall out in one mass (Figures I, 2 and 3)»' The Itana spread 

out and produced a flat mass on the surface of the water in about 60 

minutes. After this point, there was a gradual sinking of one lip, 

which in most cases finally collapsed to the bottom after 180r300
I

minutes (Figures 4, 5, and 6.), In the normal and disomic populations 

many variations of these patterns were observed-, with the longer 

time individuals tending towards the Itana pattern and the shorter 

time individuals towards that of KMC22, The exceptions to these 

patterns will be discussed at a later point.

Whenever possible, statistical comparisons were made between 

monosomic and disomic populations,. That is, the populations result

ing from monosomic Fl or parent plants were compared to the recovered 

disomic populations from disomic Fi or parent plants involving that 

chromosome. In the cases where disomies were not recovered, the 

monosomic populations were compared to normal KMC22 or Fg populations. 

It was reasoned that the most meaningful tests should be between the 

monosomies and the recovered disomies for that chromosome because of 

the reduced likelihood of differences in the genetic makeup of these
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individuals other than the loss of the chromosome in question. How

ever the comparisons between the monosopiics and normals were made when 

needed in .the. hopes .of detecting major differences that might be 

attributed to the monosomic condition, . . .

. A, special situation regarding chromosome numbers must be kept in 

mind when considering aneuploigl effects in quality inheritance. In 

this character we are dealing mainly with the endosperm. Because 

of the phenomenon of - dduble fertilization,, all cells, in the' endosperm 

contain three homo logs of a chromosome rather1- than two as in other 

somatic cells of the plant. One chromosome is provided by the male 

gamete, 'the other two by the female,. Assuming the frequency of 

transmission of the monosomic condition by the male as being 4 per

cent and ,by the feipgle as 75 percent, the frequency of endosperms 

nullisomic for the chromosome is 3 percent, the frequency of 

endosperms carrying one chromosome is 72 percent, 2 chromosomes I 

percent, .,arid of. having all .ttpree chrompsq^es .24 percent,

! Tables VI and VIT give the" results of the'F and "t" tests,and the 

simultaneous mean and variance test for the parents and ?2 populations 

respectively. Table VIII provides the results of the symmetry tests, 

No KMC22 plants monosomic for chromosome 1A. were recovered. In 

the Fg population no disomies were recovered so the comparison was 

made between the monosomies and normals. The F test and the 

simultaneous test were highly significant. The symmetry test showed 

the normal population to be skewed to the left, while the monosomic



Table VI. Statistibal comparisons of wheat meal fermentation time data 
from monosomic and. dispmic KMC22 lines.

Chromo
some

Monosomic Disomic
F ratio

"t,"
test

Simultaneous
test. N X . s'2' N X S 2  ,

2A 10 78 265 7 76 939 3.542* 5.30
SA 9 117. 1291 9 I / 78 144 8."917** 17.369**
4A 19 71 425 7 76 125 . 3,390 0.269
5A 4 95 . 678 15 78 113 5»997 1.297
I k 13 71 435 7 I/* 69 163 2.677 0.216

IB 18 77 251 7 I/* 69 ' 163 1.544 1.242
2B 20 '68 283 20 63 76 3.724**. 9.717**
4B ' 6 73 115 7 I/ 5.0 43 2.692 4*523**
5B 20 103 1483 7 l/* 57 144 10.267** 48,481**.
TB 20 66 302' 7 I/* 57 144 2.088 1.505

ID 20 23 259 20 70 248 1.044 9 ,2 4 5 **
2D 19 53 413 2 0 .1 / 58 91 4,-5139** 77.596**
4D 20 77 1587 20 59 260 6.103**. 18,186**
5D 6 76 304 7 87 491 1.614 0.941
6D 10 25 30 12 33 114 3.890* 9; 381**

l/ Normal population 
*/ Significant at .05 level
l/* The samb normal population used in both comparisons 
**/ Significant at iOl level



Table VII. Statistical comparisons of wheat meal fermentation time data from mpnosomic 
and disomic F2 populations of KMC-22 X Itana.

Chromo
some

.Monosomic Disomic
F ratio= '

7't" ‘ 
test

Simultaneous
testN X 2S N X s2

IA 17 128 3416 15 I/. 66 673 5*076**. 25.110**
2A 39 85 920 29 “91 823 I i 118 0.786
3A 29 113 1460 22 93 908 1.609 I j 967
Ak ' 22 149 2Q99 30 104 779 2.695** 23.412**.
5A 30 143 2083 17 V * 108 2458 1.180 2.473* -
7A 21 72 614 17 l/* 108 2458 4.004** 16.663**

IB 30 1.12 751 15 l / 82 372 2,019 3; 701**.
2B 11 92 . 374 16 77 1030 2.756 1,552
4B 23 91 1682 10 l/ 80 344 4,883** 8,094**.
SB 26 137 ■ 1776 17 104 1818 1,024 2,491*
7B 11 90 684 11 l/ 67 558 1%226 . 2,165*

ID 24 42 542 35 79 1572 2 .9 0 0 ** 48.239**
2D 21 100 1136 10 I/ 73 1249 1.099 -2,045*
4E) 33 165 1934 16 99 1394 1.388 5 .0 4 0 **
5D 18 112 2671 17 112 1293 2,135 0.067.
6D 41 . 77 1716 29 87 609 2.815** 11.632**

\ J  Normal populations 
*/ Significant at .05 level
\ J *  The same normal population used in both comparisons 
**/ Significant at iOl level



Table VIIIo Symmetry test for monosomic and di.somic KMC22 and KMG22 
X. Itana Fg populations from wheat meal fermentation /time 
.datao. l/

Chro'rjio- ;_ KMC22 Parent 1 ____- KMC X'ltanalP2
^      »• _  •    • . ‘, •. i-s*' _  ̂  « jf • ■ — ^  « I' some Monosomic " DIsoffiid Monosomic, . Di somi c. f.

IA
. ; ■ • .
(+) 1=455 (+) 2=825** 3/

3A (+) 0=744 2/ (+) 0=183 3/ ■

4A ( + ). .1=010 (+) 1=446

7A (+) 0=747 (+) 1.771 3/

IB ' (+) 0=023 (+) 0.24Q 3/

2B (-) 0=744 (-) 0=539

4B (+) 0=154 2 = 382**3/ (+) 5=577** (+) 2=483* 3/

SB (+) 1.519 (+.) 1.125 3/

XP (+) 3=281** (+) 1=971* (+) 3=147** (+) 5=588** 3/

2D (+.) 3 = 628** (+) 0=354 3/

4D (+) 2=541* (+) 1.775 (-). P.Q64 (+.) 2.6?3**

6D (+) 3=761** (+) 0=194

— — — - — — i ' , — — —  ! — ■—  '— — — r — —  '— '— ■— **— :-------- '

l/ Computed as "'t’̂  value'with infinite degrees of freedom=
2/ (+) indicates negative skewness,. .(-) indicates positive, skewness =
£ / Significant at =05 level„ V '
**/ Significant at =Ol level=
3/ Normal populations=
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population appeared to be ,normally distributed. The mean of the 

monosomic Fg population was higher than 2 standard deviations above 

the mean of the normal and di.somic Fg population means „

Populations monosomic for ch.romos.ome 2A did not show any real 

significance in either the parent or Fp comparisons.

For chromosome 3A. the parents showed significance in both the 

F test and simultaneous test, while, the Fp data gave no indication of 

disturbance in either the mean or the variance, No disomic KMC22 

parents were recovered, thus the comparison was made between the 

monosomic and normal KMC22, The mean of the monosomic parents 

was higher than 2 standard deviations above the mean of the normal 

and disomic Fp population means. The teat of symmetry showed a non

significant skewness to the left in both, populations,

,For chromosome 4A. the parents showed no significance in either 

the F or "t" test, while the Fp population gave significance in. the 

F test and the simultaneous test. The symmetry test of the Fp 

populations indicated that both were slightly skewed to the left.

The monosomic Fp population mean, was higher than 2 standard deviations 

above the mean of the normal and disomic Fp population means.

Chromosome.5A. gave no significance in either the parents or the 

Fp populations.

Chromosome TA gave significance in the Fp populations for both 

variance and simultaneous test. The. symmetry test indicated 

approximately the same distribution around the mean for the monosomic
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and disomic Fg populations.

Regarding chromosome IB, only the "t" test on the F2 populations 

gave significance. Neither the monosomic nor the normal populations 

demonstrated a deviation from symmetry.

The only significance regarding populations monosomic for 

chromosome 2B was in the variahce comparison and tl̂ e simultaneous 

test of the monosomic and disomic parents.

,For chroiposome 4B a significant ,F ratio and a significant 

simultaneous test were obtained in the Fg families andf-a'significant 

.’“t” test for the parents. The symmetry test showed a highly 

significant skewness to the left in the monosomic Fg individuals.

With, respect to chromosome SB, the parents gave significance in 

both the F and 'the simultaneous test. The mean of the monosomic 

parent, was higher than two standard deviations above the mean of the 

normal and disomic parent population means, and the mean of the 

monosomic Fg was higher than two standard deviations above the mean 

of the normal and disomic Fg means.

Populations monosomic for chromosome 7B did net demonstrate any 

particular significance in either the parents or the Fg comparisons.

The first indication that chromosome ID was influencing a strong 

effect in protein quality was the strange manner of disintegration 

exhibited by a large number of the individuals in both, the monosomic 

Fg and monosomic parent populations. The doughballs rose to the 

surface in the proper manner in the usual four minutes. However,
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in the next ten minutes the process of disintegration began, even 

before the doughball had a chance to spread normally oyer the water 

surfaceo The actual method of disintegration itself was considerably 

different from anything else in the experiment0 As the CO2 pores 

began to form on the surface of the doughball small pieces of the dough 

would break off in the immediate vicinity of the pore0 These pieces 

would fall to the bottom, usually in about 10 to 35 minutes» Because 

of the bizarre method of disintegration, many of these doughballs 

were allowed to go to complete disintegration for observational 

purposes. Without fail, as the CO2 production increased, the number 

and size of chpnks falling to the bottom also increased= Within a 

few minutes thp entire doughball would be lying on the bottom of the 

beaker in, a completely disintegrated mass. It appeared that there 

were essentially no cohesive powers in these doughballs. They 

literally disintegrated after rising to the water surface (Fig. 7 

through 12). Jtn the disomic parents and F2 populations for 

chromosome ID the disintegration pattern for all individuals was 

quite normal (Fig0 13 and 14). Np extremely short times were observed 

in the disomic individuals. In the monosornic ID parent, 16 of the 

20 plants tested exhibited times ranging from 11 to 22 minutes, while 

the remaining 4 plants had times ranging from 47 to 64 minutes. These 

two groups represented 80 percent and 20 percent, of the population 

respectively. All individuals in the short time group exhibited the 

unusual disintegration form. Of the 24 individuals, tested in the
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Fig. I Normal KMC22
Time: 20 min.

Fig. 2 Normal KM322 
Time: 40 min

Fig. 3 Normal KMC22 
Time: 82 min.

Fig. 4 Itana
Time: 40 min.

Fig. 5 Itana
Time: 98 'min.

Fig. 6 Itana
Time: 225 min.
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Fig. 7 KMC22 monosomic 
for chromosome 
ID.
Time: 5 min.

Fig. 8 KMC22 monosomic 
for chromosome 
I D.
Time: 10 min.

Fig. 9 KMC22 monosomic 
for chromosome 
ID.
Time: 20 min.

Fig. 10 KMC22 X Itana 
monosomic for 
chromosome ID. 
Time: 10 min.

Fig. 11 KMC22 X Itana 
monosomic for 
chromosome ID. 
Time: 15 min.

Fig. 12. KMC22 X Itana 
monosomic for 
chromosome ID. 
Time: 30 min.
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Fig. 13 KMC22 disomic 
for chromosome 
ID.
Time: 65 min.

Fig. 14 KMC22 X Itana 
disomic for 
chromosome ID. 
Timej 123 min.
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mon.osomic Pg Iines 14 fell into a range of 17 to 38 minutes and 

exhibited the unusual disintegration pattern. This represented 

58.3 percent of the population. The remaining 10 individuals ranged 

from 47 to 115 minutes and gave the usual type of disintegration.

The F and simultaneous tests were highly significant in the Fg 

population comparisons while only the "t" test gave significance in 

the comparison' of the men.o.spmic and disomic parent populations. 

Because of the rapid rates of disintegration in the monosomic popu

lations s the means for these individuals were considerably lower 

than their disomic counterparts. Both, the monosomic and disomic 

Fg populations were skewed significantly to the left. However? in 

the parents only the monosomic was skewed significantly to the left.

Regarding chromosome 2D S the only tests of significance were 

observed in the variance and simultaneous comparisons of the 

monosomic and normal parents. The monosomic, parent population was 

skewed significantly to the left.

Chromosome 4P gave significance in the F test and the simul

taneous test for the parent comparisons and in the iW 1 test for 

the Fg comparisons. In the monosomic parent population a slight 

skewness to the right was demonstrated, while the disomies were 

distributed normally.

The monosomic Fg population mean was higher than two standard 

deviations aboye the mean of the normal and disomic Fg population 

means. However the distribution test showed no particular tendency
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toward skewness.

. Chromosome 5E>, gaye no significance in either the monosomic 

parent or Fg populations, ■

In chromosome .6.D quite low means were recorded in all popu

lations,;. .Significant F and simultaneous te$ts were recorded for 

both, '.the parervt and' Fg comparisons. . ^he means of both. the:'fiioniosomic 

.and dispmic ..parents, ,were lower-than two standard: deviations ■ befow 

,th,e mean .of. the normal; and ,disomic parent, means. • , •

The farinograph data-are presented in Table IX. Because of 

the impossibility of repeating-the Curyes9 only '-the most obvious 

differences ar-e likely to -be .sigmifipant. - The'data show ,that the 

only;striking deviations in the test -were provided by the ID 

monosomic parent, and the mopdsô iiti ItapatFg' population. Both

‘exhibit'yery short stability'times and high^mixing tolerance indexes.

The curves for the monosomic. and disomic populations iiiyolying 
; -.: ' • '' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' 

chromosome ID. are given in-Figures-15.. through; '18v

No protein quantity differences, were noted in any of the popul

ations, including.the JLD monosomic parents and Fg populations, when
tested with, the Uply colorimeter test.
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TabiLe IX, . Farihogiaplvdqta from selected ihohosditij.c and d^somid 
populationso

Stability'Time.' Mixing Tolerance Index
•Family or Line (Minutes). , . .(Decrees)■

Itana
. .

6,00 40

IA X .Itana (M) l/ 5,00 • 70
2A .(M)1 3.50 60

3A XItana (M) . 4.00 50
3A x Itana (D) ' 4 .00 55

4 A ( # ) 4.00 70
4A (D) 3.00  . 70

5A. X Itana (M) 4.00 75
7A (M) 5.50 40 i

IB (M) 3,0.0 85
. 2B (M) 5.00 45
2B (D) 2.75 Xoo
4B (M) 2.75 90
5B (M) 3.75 90
'TB (M) 4.75 40

ID X Itana (M) 1.75 120
ID X Itana (D) 4.00 60
• ID (M) 1.25 180

ID (B) 2.75 100
2D. X Itaria (M) 5.25 45

2D. (M) 3.75 55
4D (M) : 3.00 ' . 75
4D (D) B.25 70

5D X Itana (M) 4.50 60
GD (M ) 6.25 30

J./ CM) monpsomic ’’
(D) dlsomic

■' ■■ ;

J
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Fig. 15 Farinograph curve of KMC22 disomic for 
chromosome ID.

Fig. 16 Farinograph curve of KMC22 monosomic for 
chromosome ID.
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Fig. 17 Farinograph curve of KMC22 X Itana disomic 
for chromosome ID.

Fig. 18 Farinograph curve of KMC22 X Itana monosomic 
for chromosome ID.
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V. Cytological Investigations

As a general rule, the univalents in the mgnosomic material were 

quite pronounced and identification of the mgnosomic condition was 

easily accomplished (Fig, 19)* Asynapsis was not particularly evident 

in this material; however, an occasional cell in individuals monosomic 

for 2A, 7A, 2B, 3B, 4B, 7B, ID-,- 3D, and 4P did show more than one
I

univalent off the metaphase plate, No particularly strong asynaptic 

effect wgs observed in monosomic 3B plants*. T,he occurrence of 

isgchromospmes evidenced by univalent rings lying off the plate was 

observed in occasional monosomic plants of 2A, 4A, 6A, SB,- and 7D.

The occurrence of mitotic divisions of the univalents in anaphase I 

was quite commonly observed (Fig. 19). Micronuclei were taken as a 

criterion of thp monosomic condition if other meiotic stages could 

not be analyzed. ,These were easily distinguishable in all cases 

(Figo 20) and were used as an additional chepk, if there was a 

question regarding the monosomic condition. It Was observed in the 

qtiartet stage that a micronucleus could occur in one, two,- three or 

...,all..four cells. This apparently was due tp the fact that some monosomic 

chromosomes were included in the nucleus, while others were not. The 

frequency of micronuclei would also depend on the occurrence of 

mitotic division of the univalent* The occurrence pf a micronucleus 

in all four of the quartet cells could be explained by an asynaptic 

effect of a monosomic chromosome,■ resulting in 2 or more univalents 

per cell* An interesting situation occurred in a 2A X Itana monosomic
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plant. Here there appeared to be two univalents per cell. figure 

21 illustrates the two Univalents going through mitotic division in 

telophase I, Two explanations could be given for this. First, this 

may have been caused by an asynaptic effect. The second possibility 

is that the plpnt is monosomic for two different chromosomes. Un

fortunately, no'countable cells were available in this plant. If 

the latter case is true, it would be advisable to check any progeny 

for future use to determine if a shift in the monosomic chromosome 

h$d taken place,.

Chromosomes which appeared to be satellited were observed in a few 

cells of parental material monosomic for chromosomes 2A% IB, 6B, and 

2D, Since MI cells were observed, the secondary constrictions were 

difficult to observe, and no photographs were taken. Observations in 

chromosomes IB and 6B agree with those of Schulz-Schaeffer and Haun 

(71), but disagree regarding chromosomes 2A and 2D, According to 

their idiograms, satellited chromosomes in the A and D genomes are 

probably 5A and 5D. Considering the meiotic stage investigated and 

the number of cells observed, it is difficult to place too much 

weight on these observations. Of the four chromosomes involved, 6B 

was quite definitely satellited.
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Fig. 19 Meiotic cells from KMC22 monosomic for 
chromosome 5A. Left, univalent. Right, 
mitotic division of univalent. 1250X.

Fig. 20 Micronucleus in quartet cell of KMC22 
monosomic for chromosome 2B. 1250X.
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Fig. 21 Telophase I cell of KMC22 X Itana monosomic 
for chromosome 2k. 1250X.



DiiSCU1SSION

Glume Color

The fact that all of the progeny in the Fg population monosomic 

for chromosome IB produced red glumes indicates that these indi

viduals were carrying the IB, chromosome from the Itana parent either 

in the monosomic or disomic condition,, and that the factor or factors 

responsible for color production were located on this chromosome„ On 

this explanation, nullisomic progeny resulting from the selfing of 

the monosomic Fi plants should have shown white glumeS1 if the lack of 

both, members of the IB chromosome resulted in lack of color pro

duction= However, no white glumed Fg progeny were observed, suggest

ing that there were no nullisomics in the progeny. This is con?:, 

sist.ent with the observation of ,Spars (62) of only two percent 

nullisomics front selfed monosomic IB plants. Also, nullisomics could 

have been lost prior to classification because of reduced viability 

resulting from the nullisomic condition. It is apparent that only 

one chromosome needs to be present for the production of color. This 

is evidenced by the fact that the monosomic individuals produced red . 

■glumes which were indistinguishable from those produced by disomic 

individuals. The monogenic mode of inheritance agrees with previous 

research conducted by a number of workers on inheritance of this 

character. The, location of the gene governing glume color on 

chromosome IB agrees with, the findings of Unrau (82) and Sears (68).
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ll . Auricle Color

The disturbance of the 3sI auricle color ratio by two differ

ent chromosomes would indicate at least two factor pairs were oper

ating in the inheritance of this character. It is proposed that two 

factor pairs aije responsible for. this character, one factor being 

located, on chromosome 4A., and the other on chromosome 5B„ Let us 

designate these genes as A and B respectively. The assumption is 

iriade that A, is responsible for color and is completely dominant to 

its recessive allele for colorless, a. It is further implied that 

the function of gene B or b is to allow the expression of A in pro

ducing color in the auricle, Gene A has the capacity for color pro

duction either in the disomic or monosomic condition. Color ex

pression is allowed by B when it is in either the disomic or monosomic 

condition, but allowed by b only when it is in the disomic condition. 

Genotypes of AABB (colored) and aabb (colorless) are assigned to the 

KMC22 and Itana parents respectively. It is immediately obvious that
A

the normal and disomic Fg families will segregate in a 3s I pattern 

of colored to colorless as was observed because any genotypic combi

nation of B and b will allow color production and only segregation 

of A and a are pertinent to phenotype. In F2 populations arising 

from Fi plants monosomic for chromosome '4A., which bears the a. locus 

from Itana, all Fg individuals should be colorless. This wa.s. the 

case with, 57 colorless progeny and none colored, KMC22 nullisomic 

for this chromosome should be colorless, and one colorless indi
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victual was observed in 19 plants indicating 5.26 percent of these 

plants were nullisomic. This agrees with Sears (62) who observed 

6*23 percent nullisomic progeny from selfed plants monosomic for this 

chromosome. For the Fg population monosomic for chromosome 5B which 

bears the b gene a different set of expected values is computed. 

Twenty-five percent of the population will normally be colorless be

cause of the A locus being in the homozygous recessive condition.

Of the 75 percent which are AA or Aa genotypes, approximately 75 

percent will be colorless because of the b gene being present only 

once (monosomic), or not at all (nullisomic). The remaining 25 per

cent should show color as usual because of the b gene being present 

ih the disomic condition. The resulting ratio for the entire popu

lation would be 81.25 percent colorless, and 18.75 percent colored.

Of the 73 plants, I displayed color. This represented.. 1.37 

percent of the population rather than the 18,75 percent expected. It 

is possible that monosomic and nullisomic plants were produced in 

this particular family in higher frequencies than the expected 75 per

cent. Of the progeny resulting from the 5B monosomic KMC22 parents 

only the nullisomics lack both B genes and should thus be colorless„ 

From 61 progeny 2 or 3.28 percent were observed to be colorless.

This is somewhat higher than the nullisomic frequency of 0.9 percent 

determined by Sears (62).

It may be that the SB gene codes an enzyme involved in the pro

duction of some substance needed by the 4A gene for the production
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of color. In individuals with the normal chromosome complement the 

expressioli of color would depend entirely on the ,allelic condition 

of the 4A, gene and the inheritance of this character would appear 

to be controlled by one gene pair,. However, if there were two 

different alleles of the 5B gene, one of which, was pble to produce 

ample supply of the precursor enzyme when in the moposomic con

dition and the other which was able to supply a sufficient quantity 

of the enzyme in the disomic condition only, there would be a dis

turbance of the expected ratio in the monpsomic F2 population for 

chromosome SB. as, well as for chromosome 4A., The data agree quife 

closely with this hypothesis with the exception of a lower frequency 

of red glumed individuals, in the monpsomic Fg population of SB than 

expected.

Another possibility presents itself in explaining this, situn', 

at ion. Person (S3) discusses the: possibility of ^uniya lent-shifts18' 

taking place in monosomic material. In this situation an individual 

■ resulting from the selling of a monpsomic may. be monpsomic for some 

chromosome other than that of the parent. This, stems from the fact 

that some chromosomes in the monosomic or nuIlisomic condition pro

mote partial asynapsis or lack of pairing between homologous chromo

somes, Sears (61) noted the partial asynaptip effect of nullis.omic 

SB, As a result of this effect a meio.tic cell may contain two or 

more univalents depending on, the number of homologs that have not 

pairedi Iprom the resulting random segregation of the univalents and
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accompanying losses of some chromosomes it is possible to obtain 

gametes which, may contain the original monosomic chromosome but 

lack one of the other chromosomes that had experienced asynapsis.

■If this phenomenon had taken place in either of the monosomies in

volved in the inheritance of auricle color, it apparently occurred 

prior to obtaining the original monosomic parents because of the 

uniformity of performance displayed by the Eg famili.es. in question. 

The evidence arguing against a monosomic shift having taken place is 

the fact that chromosome 5B appears to be involved with both auricle 

color and headipg date. If a monosomic shift h.ad occurred and 4A, 

and SB were in reality the same chromosome, then both 4A. and SB 

should have had the same effect on heading date, The. data did npt. 

show this to be true.

Ill, Heading Date .

Heading date appears to be affected by three chromosomes, 3A,

SB, and 4D, ,Gf these, 3A. has the most definite, effect producing 

heading date group frequencies that differ radically from the normal 

Fg frequencies. It was interesting that in all three cases the head

ing date was delayed. It was originally anticipated that the heading 

should have been hastened in critical Fg populations, because only the 

chromosome of the early maturing parent, Itana, was present, either in 

the monosomic or disomic condition. The data show, however, that the 

reverse of this wgs the case and it would appear that the monosomic 

condition itself was responsible for the delayed maturity. This is
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IV.

quite- logical if one considers that date of heading is the end result 

of a number of- physiological, processes ijn the plant controlled by 

enzyme systems. If the genetic material influencing the production 

of these enzymes is partially or totally lacking, the physiological 

process may be slowed or stopped, resulting in the expression of. 

delayed maturity. Of the three chromosomes in question, 3A, appears 

to have, the most pronounced effect resulting in a large number of 

plants appearing in the late group. SB and 4D are somewhat less, 

pronounced in their effect. The argument that these unexpected 

ratios are the result of environmental effect and error in classifi

cation is nearly invalidated by the fact that the corresponding 

disomic Fp populations segregated normally in all cases. There is 

probably a complex genetic system operating in this, character and no 

particular mode of inheritance has been postulated. To completely 

solve this problem it may be necessary to break the system into 

component parts and study each one individually from the physio

logical aspect. In an organism such, as a wheat plant this would 

present some rather complex problems.

Protein Quality - • ' •. .
In considering protein quality inheritance utilizing monosomic 

material as the genetic tool, two possible genetic situations are 

present. First there may be an effect due to the different alleles 

for this character in the two different parents. In this situation 

the monosomic parents may show little difference from the. disomic
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or normal parents, while the critical, monpsomic Fg populations would 

shpw a tendency toward the parent from which the chromosome had been 

obtained. The. gene or genes on this chromosome may be. able to 

operate .effectively lb the In condition as. well as, in the Sn con

dition. Given •jdais situation with, the varieties KMC22 and: Itana,. 

the monosomic KMC22 would show no partIpuiar difference from the 

disomic KMC22, but the monosomic F2 population, would show a tendency 

towards the longer time characteristics, of Ifana becau.se of the ■ 

genetic effect of the Itana chromosome in the population,. .

Jhe second genetic- situation, which presents itself la. the effect 

of a particular chromosome being in fjie monpsomic condition, re

gardless, of its parental source and the. alleles it may carry. . Ip 

this case both., 'fhe monosomic parent, and the monosomic Fg Popul

ation would exhibit deviations from the expected distributions..

Jo facilitate the spanning of experimental results, Jable X, 

compiling the statistical results of the various, testa performed pn 

the monosomic parents, and Fg populations, has. been, constructed. In 

addition^ te.,at. results are listed in the fable for hypothetical 

populations monosomic for genes dependent on or independent of the 

number of alleles or dosage present. The main effect of genes 

operating normally, regardless of dosage present, ,would bp a dis

turbance of the F2 population mean only because of the introduction 
of alleles, different, from.tbpse carried by the monpsomic parent. In. 

situations where the gene or genes-pan operate efficiently in the Sn



Table X. Postulated gene effects based upon the summary of statistical tests and 
observations on monosomic KMC22 parent and KMC22 X Itana Fg populations 
from wheat meal fermentation time data.
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condition onlŷ , the monosomic parents and Fg populations should both 

haye negatively skewed distributions wi,th. lower means and variances 

than the respective disomic .populations»

Monosomic chromosomes 2A9 5A9 IB9 TB. and 5D. showed no real sig

nificance in either the parent or F2 populations and were designated 
as not carrying any genetic factors for protein quality.

The high mean and variance of the KMC22 parent monosomic for 

chromosome 3A. would indicate that the monosomic condition resulted 

in longer times. The monosomic Fg population did not verify this.

It is probable that this disturbance of the mean is not due to the 

monosomic condition and no factors for protein quality were assigned 

to this chromosome.

The significant F test in the Fg population monosomic for chromo 

some 7A, appears to be caused by the very high variance of the normal 

Fg population rather than a disturbance in the monosomic population. 

This chromosome has not been assigned any protein quality factors.

Significance in the F test of KMC22 monosomic for chromosome 

2B appears to be due to a low variance of the disomic population 

rather than an abnormally high variance in the monosomic. population. 

This chromosome is not considered to carry factors influential in 

protein quality.

The monosomic KMC22 parents for chromosome SB. had a significant

ly higher variance than the normal parent. This9 combined with the 

high mean of the monosomies9 would indicate that the monosomic
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skewness- expected in this case was not observed. Although the .mean 

of the monosomic Fg was somewhat higher than the average Fg means, 

no other disturbance was detected. It is felt that this chromosome 

is not influencing protein quality. The significance in the 

monosomic parent is. probably due to some factor other than the 

monosomic condition.

The monosomic 2D parent had a significantly higher variance 

than the normal parent and was skewed'significantly to the left.

This would indicate that the monosomic condition was causing a re

duction in time. Because the mean did not appear to be lowered 

greatly and because the monosomic Fg population showed no signifi

cant deviations the significance in the monosomic parent.population 

apparently was due to effects of -environment or experimental error 

rather.than.the monosomic condition.

Although significances were noted in the monosomic 6D parent 
and Fg populations, the history of only three backcrosses to KMC22 

would present a problem in the analysis. Because of the extremely 

low means in both, the monosomic and disomic KMC22 parents it is felt 

that the genetic background of this material may be producing the 

differences observed in the tests. It is felt that this monosomic- 

line should be further purified genetically before additional testing 

is attempted.
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The F2- populations monosomic for chromosomes LA... and 4A. both 

had means considerably higher than the average of the dispmic and 

normal F2 population means. This combined with, the significantly 

higher monosomic variances in both cases would indicate that the. 

chromosomes introduced from Itana carried genes which, could ef

fectively operate to produce longer times in either the In or the 

Sn condition. It was observed in preliminary investigations that 

the Itana parents exhibited considerably greater variances than the 

normal KMC22 parents. It seems that as time is increased the vari

ance also increased and this may account fpr the higher variances in 

the monosomic F2 populations of 1A. and 4A, when compared to the normal 

and disomic F2 populations. It is suggested that chromosomes TA. and 

4A, carry factorsy'-operating • independently: of dosage9 which, affect 

protein quality.

The F2 population monosomic for chromosome 4B. showed a signifi

cantly higher variance than the disomic F2 population. The mean did 

not appear to be moved but the population was significantly skewed 

to the left. It is postulated that chromosome 4B carries a factor 

or factors influencing protein quality in a minor manner but can 

perform effectively in the Sn condition only. This would account for 

the negative skewness of the F2 population. The KMC22 parent 

monosomic for chromosome 4B shows significance in the Fxt" test but 

this is probably due to the low normal KMG22 mean. It is possible 

that the alleles carried by this chromosome have a relatively minor
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effect .on protein quality and may not be detected until the Itana 

chromosome is introduced.

The .E2 population monosomi.c for chromosome 4D. gave significance 

in the “tW test and its mean was considerably higher than the 

average of the normal and disomic Pg population means. This indi

cates that the 4,D chromosome introduced from Itana is bearing a 

factor or factors which promote longer times. The fact that no 

skewness was observed indicates that this genetic material can 

operate effectively regardless of the dosage. Jhe extremely 

high variance of the KMG22 population monosomic for 4D remains un

explained at this time.

It. is interesting to note that of the four chromosomes IAj 4A.9 

4B and 4D, that are suggested as carrying minor factors for gluten 

strengthy, three fall into the same homoeologous group, further 

supporting the hypothesis of partial identity of various chromosomes.

Of chromosome ID there seems to be. little doubt as to its major 

importance in protein quality determination. Evidence supporting 

this conclusion is supplied by the doughball disintegration patterns, 

the statistical, analysis, and the farinograph test. This, chromosome 

is obviously effective only in the Sn condition, as the monosomic 

individuals in both the parent and Fg populations displayed abnormal

ly weak gluten and short times. Both, populations hpd lower means 

than expected and both were significantly skewed to the left. The 

variance of the monosomic Fp population was considerably lower than
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that of thg disomic population. This would indicate a yer.y close 

grouping of a majority of the monosomiesq The fact that the low 

time group in the mpnosomic Fg, population had a ,s.omewhat higher time 

'average than the low group in the monosomic parents might indicate 

that the allele or alIelap, on. the ID. Itana chromosome were slightly 

more effective'in the. In condition than those, of the. KMC22 chromosome. 

The fact that the monospmip ID populations displayed extremely Wpak 

farinograph curves would support the hypothesis that this chromosome 

is truly carrying a factor or factors for protein quality.

With the establishment of the importance of ID in gluten,, for- 

, matipn, the field of study is further opened regarding gluten synthe

sis and its structure. Seme of the questions, .which, immediately 

arise, and for which, no answers are attempted in. this paper, involve 

the amount and quality of gluten produced, and the enzyme system
■ i ' • . ‘ 1

necessary for its synthesis, or degradation. It may be that the 

gluten is simply not produced in sufficient quantities tp produce 

the desired cohesion, and elasticity*. This would involve an Inacti

vation of, the enzyme systems leading to its production.. It is.' also 

possible that gluten, is produced in sufficient .quantities, but. with, 

a change in the basic structure through lack of incorporation of a. 

particular amino acid,, the incorporation of a ,TmistakeR amino acid, 

or some other structural defect. Another possibility is that the 

degradation enzyme system or its activator is produced in an over

abundance resulting ip immediate,destruction.qf the gluten Whpn
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hydrated in the doughball. This, would mean. that, chromosome ID, wad 

carrying some type of repressor for th,e production, of the proteolyic' 

enzyme or its activator and this, represser system is able to, function 

normally only when the chromosome is represented, in the Sn condition. 

Any of. the situations, suggested could account for a considerable 

amount of the genetic differences, in gluten strength between varie

ties.

The next stpp in the investigation, should probably be the det 

tailed, chemical analysis of this material? and particularly that 

which, is. monosomic for chromosome. If). Although this will lihaly not 

be a simple, investigation, there are several conditions, which, may 

facilitate it considerably. The recent advances in the techniques, 

of protein separation and analysis would be of considerable advantage 

in the determination of the protein and enzyme ,systems involved. 

Electrophoresis and ion exchange column separation wo.ulpl probably 

be given consideration in the analytical procedure. The fact thpt 

the monosomic parents display this phenomenon, po strikingly wpuld 

facilitate the propagation of the genetic materials necessary for 

this analysis, as it would'not be necessary to ,maintain a segregat

ing population for testing,

Another step in thi„s investigation should be the collection of 

the monosomic and substitution lines of as many different, varieties 

as, are available.' These should be investigated^ probably with the 

doughball test, to determine if chromosome ID. is critical for gluten
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in. all populationso Also, the various synthetic species involving 

the three different genomes could be obtained and tested for gluten 

characteri.stics.o The substitution program involving the placing of 

Itana chromosomes in a KMC22 background is underway ap this insti

tution, but the material is not advanced enough, to make any determi^ 

nations as yet. In the ID substitution, line,, the characteristics, 

of the gluten, shpuld be. very similar to Itana even though, the rest 

of the ■ complement is KMC22„.

It should be pointed out. that five of the chromosomes ,were, not 

tested in this experiment and the completion of this program is 

necessary before, definite statements could be made about tps entire, 

chromosome complement.

It seems that this investigation, has. opened the door on the 

wheat gluten problem. It offers many interesting avenues of approach 

for valuable future research.



SUMMARY

Hybridization was accomplished between 16 different monosomic lines, 
of the hard red ,winter ,wheat variety Kharkov MC22 and the normal variety., 

It,ana« KharkqY MC22 is characterized by white glumes, red auricles, late, 

heading date and weak flour characteristics. Itana has red glumes, color

less. OUrIple1Sj,, early heading date a.nd strong flour characteristics.
Through parental and Fg studies, factors governing lhese characteristics

iwere located on various, chromosomes,

Glume color is controlled by a single factor pair 'with dominance for 

color, located on chromosome IB. In the Fg population arising from Fi 

plants monosomic for this chromosome all of the individuals were red 

glumed instead of segregating in the expected 3:1 ratio.

Auricle color is governed by two factor pairs, located on chromosomes 

4A and 5B„ respectively. The normal segregating ratio of this character 

indicated a single factor pair with dominance for color. It was hypothe

sized that chromosome. 4A carries a factor responsible for the production 

of color with the color producing allele, dominant oyer its recessive 

allele for colorless.. Chromosome SB. carries a. gene allowing the. ex

pression of color. For. the SB alleles the dominant was effective in the 
disomlc or monosomic condition.,; while the recessive gene was, ,effective, in 
the disomic condition only.

From..F2 segregations,, factors affecting date of heading ame associ

ated with, chromosomes 3A, SE, and 4D. Th.e monosomic condition .in all 

Cases resulted in an, abnormally large number of individuals in, the late.
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heading date group; Of the three chromosomes, 3A was most pronounced in 

its effect of delaying maturity. It is hypothesized that the monosomic 

condition itself is responsible for the late heading dates,rather than 

the incorporation of the Itana chromosome into the F2 populations. This 

is probably due to effects of missing chromosomal material on various 

physiological systems in the plant,

Gluten quality was determined by use of the wheat meal fermentation 

time test and the farinograph test. Fp populations indicated that 

chromosomes 1A, 4A, 4B and 4D carry minor factors for protein quality.

In the cases of 1A, 4A and 4D the incorporation of the Itana chromosomes 

increased the average time of the F2 populations. These alleles were able 

to operate effectively regardless pf dosage present, The Fp population 

monosomic for chromosome 4B was significantly skewed to the left indicat

ing that the- allele or alleles involved were operating effectively in the 

3n condition only, In all cases, the Fp populations gave somewhat longer 

time tests than the normally segregating populations, indicating strength

ening effects from the Itana chromosomes.

An extremely pronounced effect was exhibited on gluten character

istics by chromosome ID4 In this case,- the monosomic condition promoted ' 

abnormally short times and rapid disintegration in the time test and 

produced very weak curves in the farinograph test, For chromosome ID the 

effect is due to the lack of the chromosome rather than the incorporation 

of the Itana chromosome. The evidence for this was the fact that both the
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parental Kharkoy and the fy, population exhibited this weakness when in the 

monosomic condition for chromosome ID. There seems to be little doubt 

that ID is a very important chromosome in the determination of gluten 

quality and further investigation of this problem has been suggested.

x
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